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UMaine celebrates Homecoming weekend in style
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATEJ KRAJOOVIC

LONG LIVE THE KING(AND QUEEN)— Dan Burgess and Kelly Gunn walk off Morse Field together just after being
crowned Homecoming king and queen.

The University of Maine welcomed students, alumni and visitors to its annual Homecoming
celebration this past weekend to
celebrate everything UMaine has
provided for its students and all
the ways it continues to move forward.
"It's a time to come together as
a campus and acknowledge our
accomplishments," said Danny
Alumni
Williams,
the
Association's director of annual
and reunion giving.
Homecoming kicked off Friday
with a luncheon at the Buchanan
Alumni House for. the Senior
Alumni Association, which is
composed of members who graduated from UMaine 50 or more
years ago.
Robert Kennedy, UMaine's
interim president, spoke at the
event and expressed his appreciation for everything the members
give to the university and its students.
Kennedy also thanked the association for helping in UMaine's
growth and prestige, citing examples such as a university record of
$18 million in fund-raising in the
past year and the increasingly successful Honors College.
Later that day, the fourth annual Spirit of Maine Award reception
was held at the Bear's Den. The
See HOME on page 4

Lack of recycling to blame
for campus dumpster overflow

UM GLBT
community
supportive

By Ira Perkins
For The Maine Campus

One student shares his
story as Coming Out
Week commences
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ALEX DAVIS

Students who may have
complained about the unsightly
appearance of the new dumpsters on campus have been
voicing concerns about trash
again: It's piling up down here.
The smaller, 8-yard dumpsters on campus now replaced
the larger, 30-yard dumpsters
that students said made the
campus look like "a construetion
But now trash can be seen

piling up outside and around
the dumpsters when they fill to
capacity too quickly.
Gordon Nelson, director of
Property Management at the
University of Maine, cites a
lack of recycling by residents.
"We suspect that the primary reason that there is this
problem is because too few
boxes are being broken down
before being thrown. away,"
Nelson said.
Nelson is trying to implement another method of waste
See TRASH on page 2

He describes himself as a "huge
OVERFLOW— Students have recently complained about
band geek" because he plays the
piccolo in both the pep band and the new campus dorm dumpsters and their tendency to be full
marching band and plays the flute in or overflowing with trash, like this dumpster behind Knox Hall.
the concert band at the University of
Maine. He is treasurer of the
Spanish Language Club, likes to
write and go backpacking,and likes
"It's like you have a hole in
By.T.J. Quinn
about the bonfires that were lit, at the college television station,
the snow once it arrives on campus
your stomach," Finnell said.
the windows smashed, the cars WEBN.
Knight Ridder News
but hates the anticipation of it. He's
She was shot in the left eye "This was supposed to be the
vandalized. When he arrived at
Services
also gay.
Emerson's journalism depart- by a police officer who fired a best week of our lives."
Second-year double degree
Instead of joyously preparBOSTON — Sometime after ment there was more news. An "non-lethal" pellet containing
Spanish and elementary education
of
spray
into
a
crowd
ing
for the Red Sox's first
student
had
been
shot
pepper
Emerson
night's
1 a.m. Thursday, when a
major Mark Furrow realized he was
jubilation over the triumphant in the face and killed. Then. fans just across Lansdowne World Series appearance in 18
gay during the summer between his
Red Sox started taking on a around 3:15 p.m. on Thursday, Street behind the Green years, Boston found itself reelfreshman and sophomore years in
hard edge, Brett Finnell left the a story came over the news Monster. She lay on the side- ing from the death of the 21high school. Before that summer,
area around Fenway Park and wires saying that the student walk surrounded by police, wit- year-old Sox fan. Police
he'd never heard the word "gay."
was Victoria Snelgrove, the nesses told reporters, her face Commissioner Kathleen M.
headed for home.
When a friend used the word,
The next morning, the energetic junior who worked streaked with blood from her O'Toole said the department
See SOX FAN on page 6
Emerson College senior heard with Finnell and his colleagues eye and nose as friends wept.
See GLBT on page 2

Emerson student killed by police during Red Sox postgame celebration
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From Page 1

Fun-ow asked him what it was and
something clicked inside him.
Power yoga
"That was when I realized what I
Campus Recreation will host a
was," Furrow said.
power yoga class from 5 to 6 p.m.
Before that point, Furrow said he
in the All Purpose Room of
was
merely young and innocent of
Memorial Gym, For information,
society classifications, despite that
call Paul Stern at 581-1082.
Prayer time
he'd always found it strange during
The Wilson Center will host
Intervarsity Bible study
high school that other guys were
Christian meditation time in the Drummond
Intervarsity
looking at girls while he was lookFellowship will hold its South side Chapel of Memorial Union from 4
ing at guys.
Bible study at 8 p.m. in the study to 5 p.m. For information, call
lounge of Estabrooke Hall. For Timoth Sylvia at 866-4227.
Furrow first came out to his
information, e-mail Sarah Junkins
mother. The nervousness and anxion FirstClass.
Family talk
ety he felt before telling her he was
The GLBT Allies Council will
gay was wasted energy — she
Jewish film talk
host a talk on family fundamenFogier Library will host a tals as part of Comin9 Out Week.,
'
, already knew. Since then, his mothreception to introduce its Jewish The event will be a film and diser has been supportive. His stepfaheritage video collection from 4 to cussion and will be led by Eric C. ;, ther is indifferent — he doesn't care
5:30 p.m. today in the library. For Smith at 7 p.m. in Devino
either way,but would not appreciate
information call Gretchen Gfeller Auditorium of Donald P. Corbett
seeing his stepson make out with
Business Building. For informaat 581-1696.
tion, call Matthew Small at 581another man, Furrow said.
1439.
Stem Cell talk
"[Coming out] to family was
Department
of
The
easy.
Coming out to friends was
Biochemistry, Microbiology and
Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2004
easier.
I thought it might be difficult,
Molecular Biology will host "The
but it really wasn't," Furrow said.
Molecular Mechanisms of Stem
Intervarsity Bible study
Cell Renewal" as part of the
Intervarsity
Christian
A close girlfriend of Furrow's
Hitchner Seminar Series. Joe Fellowship will host its weekly
told him she already knew he was
Verdi, of the Maine Medical Hilltop Bible study at 8 p.m in the
gay. All of his male friends neither
Center Research Instiutute will TV lounge of Knox Hall. For inforknew nor cared.
speak. The event will take place mation, e-mail Sarah Junkins on
at 2:10 p.m. in Room 203 of FirstClass.
"They didn't even throw in the
Memorial Union. For information,
clause,'As long as you don't hit on
call Roseann Cochrane at 581Gender talk
me,— Furrow said.
UMaine Diversity Libra
2815.
The support he found from both
Professor and author Allan
family and friends made it easier for
Johnson will speak at
Caribou talk
The
The Department of Wildlife Gender Knot: Unraveling Our
Furrow to be who he knew he had
Ecology will host 'The Future for Patriarchal Legacy Revisited': been for a long time.
Caribou and Wolverine in Ontario as part of the Women in the
"I suppose it made it easier to be
'North of 51': Conservation Curriculum series. The event is
myself
rather than if! was in a negsponsored
by
the
or
Business
as
Precedent
Women's
Usual?" as part of the Wildlife Studies Program and will be
ative environment I might have
Ecology Seminar Series. Justina held from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m. in
thought to change my [sexual] oriRay of the Wildlife Conservation the Bangor Lounge of Memorial
entation,"
Furrow said. "Being in a
Society will speak. The event will Union. For information, call
supportive environment made it
be held at noon in Room 204 of Angela Olson at 581-1228.
Nutting Hall. For information, call
easier to be who I am."
Nora Ackley at 581-2862.
Moon walk
Not all UMaine gay, lesbian,
Maine Bound will host a„, bisexual and transgender students
moonlight trail walk through the
Tuesday, Oct. 26, 2004
can relate to Furrow's positive expeforest. Community members
rience with coming out. Some have
Intervarsity large group
are encouraged to come and be
Christian enlightened about the night , been kicked out of their houses or
Intervarsity
Fellowship will host its weekly creatures that inhabit the forest.
disowned by parents because they
Large Group meeting at 7 p.m. in The walk will start at the Maine
admitted to being gay, according to
the Bangor Lounge of Memorial Bound barn at 9 p.m. For inforFurrow.
Union. For information, e-mail mation, call Paul Stern at 581"My situation really was the best
Sarah Junkins on FirstClass.
1794.
way it could've come out," Fun-ow
Submitting information
Peace prayers
said.
Submissions for The Maine'
Peace prayers from the 12
GLBT people might pretend to
major traditions will be said week- Campus Community Calendar
be
straight if they have negative
ly in the Drummond Chapel from are free, and can be sent on
noon to 1 p.m. E-mail Yvonne FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder
experiences with coming out. In
Thibodeati for information.
or dropped off in The Maine
Furrow's high school, he dated men
Campus office located in the
who claimed they were bisexual
basement of Memorial Union.
Basic HTML talk
when in reality they probably were
Fogler Library will host: "Basic Please include all the important
HTML as part of the Library information about your event , only gay, Furrow said.
Workshop SerieS from 9:30 a.m. Deadlines for submissions are 9'
"In high school, there's this perto 12:30 p.m. For information, call a.m. Sunday for Monday pub*,- ception that if you're bisexual
cation and 9 a.m. Wednesday
Gretchen Gfeller at 581-1696.
for Thursday publication. First' you're half normal," Fun-ow said.
While high school may not be a
Bisexual talk
priority will be given to events
The GLBT Allies Council will that directly affect university
supportive place for people to come
host "Bi-sex'u-al" as part of students.
out, UMaine is a very accepting
place for GLBT students, according
to Furrow.
"Some don't even open the
"I haven't come across somelids when delivering their
body who doesn't accept homosexgarbage," he said.
Holshouser said since the uality or bisexuality," Funow said.
From Page 1
university spent the money to After a pause, he added, "I guess
disposal to cut down on the get the dumpsters onto campus, I've been hanging with the right
crowds."
amount of cardboard in the they should be used appropriThe average UMaine student is
dumpsters.
ately by students. Regardless
perceived to be indifferent to the
The plan aims to have a con- of the overflow problem,
idea that someone is gay — they
tractor buy pizza boxes from Holshouser said the smaller
don't
care either way. The campus
the university when they are dumpsters are an improvement.
as
a
whole
seems to be more accept"Those big dumpsters made
ready for recycling. The numing
than
simply
tolerani A possible
ber of pizza boxes that find campus look like a construcreason for why UMaine feels like a
their way onto campus is sti- tion zone," he said.
Students should expect
fling, according to Nelson, who
says the project will take a some dumpsters designed espe- residence halls to loading
cially for cardboard disposal to docks where trucks retrieved it.
while but will be worth it.
It's Nelson's belief that the
"This is going to be a con- be making their way to the
janitors have a special job to
tinuous project," Nelson said.
dorm areas soon.
Nelson cited the wasted do, and only so much time to
Sean Holshouser, a thirdyear mechanical engineering manpower on campus and an do it in. By leaving waste manand technology major, said he effort to save money as reasons agement in their hands, there's
a lot of overtime hours being
thinks students are just being for the dumpsters on campus.
Previously, janitors took put in and that is hurting
lazy when it comes to bringing
garbage from the basement of UMaine's wallet, Nelson said.
their trash to the dumpsters.
Monday, Oct. 25, 2004

TRASH
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Coming Out Week. The event will
be a film and brown bag discussion and will be led by Eric
Smith at 12:15 p.m. in the Coel
Lounge of Memorial Union. For;
information, call Matthew Small
at 581-1439.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

OUT AND ABOUT — Mark Furrow reads a newspaper in
Union Central on Sunday. Furrow shared his story of coming out to help celebrate Coming Out Week on campus.
safe and accepting campus for
GLBT students is that there are several groups here that support them,
as well as staff members who support those groups, according to
Furrow.
While college has felt like a safe
haven for Furrow when it comes to
being gay, high school was the contrary. He experienced rumors,
name-calling and teasing in high
school.
Because of the possible drawbacks to coming out, some UMaine
students have only come out to
friends and on campus, but not to
family members. This is sometimes
accredited to financial reasons —
parents who might not pay for college if told their son or daughter is
gay, according to Furrow.
"It's like a punishment thing.
Like if I take this away from you;
you'll change, but it's not like that,"
Furrow said.
Punishment will not change who
a person is inside. Homosexuality is
not a choice, according to Furrow.
If the prefixes for bisexuality,
homosexuality and heterosexuality
are taken away, the word left is
"sexuality." If one can choose to be
one of those orientations, such as
choosing to be a homosexual, one
can choose the other two things,
such as choosing to be a heterosexual, according to Furrow.
"I like to ask heterosexuals,
'When did you ask yourself if you
are straight?'," Furrow said.
The similarities between homosexuals and heterosexuals are
greater than the differences. When
gay people see someone they are
attracted to they do not automatically think, "I'm gay." They think,
"I'm attracted to that person," —
just as most heterosexuals do. Gay

people do not think of their being
gay 24 hours a day, seven days a
week — just as heterosexuals don't.
GLBT students are not constantly
on a mission to find a partner,just as
heterosexuals aren't always on that
mission. Still, GLBT students like
to date, have long-distance relationships and feel lonely sometimes
without a partner — all similar to
what heterosexuals experience,
according to Furrow.
"It's a part of me. It is a part of
who I am,or rather it's what I am,"
Furrow said.
"We are the same [as heterosexuals]. The only difference is that my
hormonal structure is different,"
Furrow said. "I'm still human. All
that's changed about me is just
something internal."
Furrow said he hopes this
week's events for Coming Out
Week will educate people and dispel myths and stereotypes about
what it's like to be gay. While education is key for leading toward a
supportive and more accepting
campus, Furrow respects that all
people are entitled to their own perspectives about GLBT issues, he
said.
"I think everyone has the right to
think how they think. I think that's
what makes the world an interesting place in that everyone has their
own opinions and different views,"
Funow said.
The purpose of Coming Out
Week's events is three-fold:
"To make the already out people
more comfortable with being out.
To make the people on the verge of
coming out see that they have people cheering them on and supporting them. To have the people who
aren't ready [to come out] feel supported," Furrow said.

Along with financial and
labor incentives comes the
environmental
advantages.
Nelson said this is a movement
for sustainability, and that so
far the move is paying off.
"We're a part of the Green
Campus Consortium," Nelson
said. The consortium is an
organization designed to use

less and save more.
Last year alone, UMaine
recycled approximately 6,000
pounds of paper. UMaine has
already recycled 5,131 pounds
of paper this semester alone.
The numbers were astounding,
Nelson said, and administration hopes the numbers will
continue to grow.
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Speaker addressed intersex on campus
By Suphatra
Paravichai
For The Maine Campus
Not everything is black and
white — some things are speckled. That was the overall message presented this past
Thursday as the Wilde Stein
Alliance for Sexual Diversity
hosted speaker Vickie Boisseau
at Intersex 101. While the topic
is something uncommon to
most people, Boisseau began by
discussing and defining the
topic.
"Intersex is not about being
gay, bisexual or transgendered,"
she said. "Intersex is a medical
condition that prevails in one
out of every 2,000 babies."
What exactly makes someone intersex? The topic is difficult to explain without leading
the audience to falsely envision
person.
transgendered
a
individual
intersex
an
Boisseau,
herself, explained she never
wanted to translate her gender
into female, namely because
intersex individuals don't have
to.
A intersex child is one that is
born with both male and female
characteristics. Besides the
external combination of physical attributes, the child also has
a makeup of hormones unlike

those children with a specific
gender.
Boisseau's condition grants
her many male attributes, like
an adam's apple, a v-shaped figure and a penis. But she also
possess strong womanly characteristics, such as soft skin, limited hair on her body and a vagina. Some might claim she is a
hermaphrodite, which is in a
way true, but it is not an accurate indicator of her situation,
she said.
"Hermaphrodites don't have
qualities as mixed together as
intersex kids. Typically there is
a dominant hormone in hermaphrodites. In intersex, it is
difficult to pinpoint" Boisseau
said.
The audience listened as
Boisseau recounted growing up
with the condition. Her parents
decided to raise her as a boy,
forbidding her to even touch
dolls or look at the color pink.
But as she grew up, she felt
strong female reactions in
puberty — namely menstrual
cramps, breast development and
a high pitched voice.
Her parents began to realize
the change in their child and
immediately sent her to the doctor, where she was given hormone injections and pills to be
taken daily. The only affect of

such treatment was a deepened
voice and near-death sickness.
Other children were not so
sensitive to the issue and disregarded Boisseau's well-being.
Her first sexual experience was
a gang rape by neighborhood
boys, confirming to Boisseau
that her life was not going to be
like other kids. The experience
also numbed her from an attraction to men for a long time. But
as she grew from the experience, she met her future wife,
and the two wed as husband and
wife.
Boisseau tried to live the the
typical life for some time, she
said. Her marriage lasted 14
years, but eventually social
pressures caused a painful
divorce. It was the second time
in Boisseau's life society ruined
something she treasured — first
her virginity and then her marriage.
Discouraged but not halted,
Boisseau trudged on, and now
travels around the country
speaking to various groups
comprising all ages about her
condition. She hopes the public
becomes more aware of how
their attitudes affect the lives of
those who are different. She
hopes with every talk, another
intersex person can breath a little easier.

Making
POLICE
mischief? BEAT

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

SEXUALITY REALITY — Guest speaker Vickie Boisseau
spoke at the Intersex 101 discussion held Thursday night.
Boisseau, of Worchester, Mass., has Androgen
Insensitivity Syndrome — one of 22 conditions under the
Intersex category.

October 24-29
Sunday!
Starts

pi

SUNDAY

Theater: Bent followed by taikback and reception
with director Sandra Hardy and cast
2pm_ Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union,

WEDNESDAY

Singer-Songwriter: Jessie Mallory
7pm. Bear's Den Pub, Memorial Union.

Abigail Garner speaks
about children with gay parents
7pm. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
MMONDAYAuthor:

TUESDAY

Film: Bt-serfoial said brown bag discussion
led by the United Church of Christ's Eric C.Smith
17,15prn, Coe Room, Memorial Union

THURSDAY

Open House: Wilde Stein Alliance
eipm. Muftipurpose Room, Memorial Union
FRIDAY

Coming Out Week Dance
9pm-lam Yost Commons

Film: Family Fundamentals documentary
about coming out in three religious families
with discussion led by Eric. C. Smith
7pm_ Room 100, Donald P. Corbett Hall.
1111Th THE UNIVERSITY OF

411w
'

MAINE

w

ww.umaineeed uigibt

For M0111 Information,call(207)581-1439
Corning Out Week is sponsored by 1/bilde Stein Alliance, GLBT Allies Courxi„ Deans of Students,
Student Government, Residents on Campus„ Program Fund, Diversity Fund, Residence Life and
Programs and the School of Performing Arts.
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1

award is presented to a person
who has already accomplished a
great deal in their field or community since graduating for UMaine
fifteen or less years ago,according
to Williams.
"It's important for students to
see it doesn't take 40 years to
make your mark," Williams said.
The recipient this year was
Linden H. McClure,a 1989 graduate and Kingfield, Maine native.
McClure's acceptance
In
speech, he spoke of his many
accomplishments and remarkably
impressive resume. McClure graduated valedictorian of his class at
Mount Abram and decided to
attend UMaine for its hands-on
approach to his chosen field, engineering.
"I'm very glad I came to the
University of Maine," McClure
said. "The technical education I
received (here] treated me well."
After receiving degrees in electrical and computer engineering,
McClure decided to attend graduate school in order to one day
become a professor and give back
to the educational community.
While maintaining a 4.0 (WA
all through graduate school,
McClure worked three part-time
jobs, which he says paid off
because he gained a lot of experience in many different fields. He
went on to do work for Hewlett
Packard and NASA, and is currently a professor at the University
of Colorado but says he very well
may teach at UMaine some day.
Many groups and organizations
use Homecoming Weekend as a
time to hold open houses and meet
with past alumni. For one group in
particular, however, this weekend
was particularly special.
This year marks the 125th
anniversary of the Beta Theta Pi
chapter at UMaine and the 100th
anniversary of the construction of
their fraternity's house.
About 300 Beta alumni attend-

ed the homecoming celebration,
according to Beta President Dallas
Phillips.
The alumni look at the Beta
house as a home they can always
come back to and spoke about the
sense of family among all the
members and alumni, he said.
Ed Stevens, who became a Beta
over 30 years ago,is now president
of the Beta Alumni Chapter House
Association.
"The group in this house right
now — they're really outstanding," Stevens said.
He said Beta Theta Pi is the
oldest fraternity in continuous
existence at the university and
members have made a huge
impact on the campus. A few
buildings on campus are named
after Betas, including the
Buchanan Alumni House.
Fred Brown, a fellow Beta
alumni who now teaches at the
University of Maine at Augusta,
said one of the most prominent
Betas from UMaine was David
Lamb,a brother in the sixties.
Lamb was once the business
manager of The Maine Campus,
went on to work for the Los
Angeles Times and was even nominated for a Pulitzer Prize.
Also on Friday, a new program
called the Galaxy of the Stars was
officially opened at the Buchanan
Alumni House. Created by ASAP
Media Services with technical and
financial support provided by
IBM, the Galaxy of the Stars is a
computer touch screen system
which enables students, alumni
and staff to look up information
about UMaine alumni, said Jeff
Mills, president of the Alumni
Association.
One of the highlights of
Homecoming
weekend, the
Alumni Association Craft Fair,
was held at the UMaine Field
House on Saturday and Sunday.
According to Chris Corro, the
Alumni Association's coordinator
of the fair, about six to seven thousand people were expected to see
the 220 Maine crafters presenting
their products.
There was a huge range of food

and items being sold at the fair,
such as Christmas ornaments,jewelry, candles, baby clothes, strawberry shortcake,kielbasa and practically everything else a glue gun,
some string and oven can help create.
"It wouldn't be homecoming
weekend without it," Corro said.
"It brings alumni in, draws people
back.
The fair has also become an
important event for local residents
as well. Jennifer Curtis from the
Swanville area says she's gone for
the past six or seven years with her
mother and sisters to purchase
Christmas gifts and enjoys the
many bakery items.
"It's a family thing," Curtis
said. "There's a lot of neat things
to see and a lot of great food."
Also on Saturday a Go Blue!
Homecoming celebration tent was
set up on the north end of Morris
Field with face painting by the
Student Alumni Association and
product information from IBM, a
major sponsor of Homecoming
weekend.
IBM also raffled off ThinkPad
notebooks and gave away T-shirts
and other gifts at the tent. IBM has
also started giving UMaine alumni
the same discount students are provided with when purchasing IBM
products. The products will be
slightly more expensive, but the
difference will count towards the
Alumni Association fees for membership, according to Rob Willey,
client executive for IBM's
Northeast Education program.
"We really view the University
of Maine as a partnership school
and we value that partnership a
great deal," Willey said.
All during Homecoming
Weekend UMaine alumni were
provided with "I'm Connected"
pins to wear on campus, which
promote the Alumni Association's
new ReMAINE Connected slogan.
"Homecoming is meant [for
alumni] to come back and reconnect with the campus and connect
with people from other classes."
Williams said. "It's to have a
good time."

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2004
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TOOT YOUR HORN — Band member Johnathan
Haberzettl, bottom, performs with the marching band during its Vegas-themed halftime show. Alumni band members were invited to join for some songs. Leo Kenney of
the class of '92, top, watches the UMaine Woodsmen
team exhibition with his daughters Elise and Brynn.

Saturday, October 30th

learbrew Nalloween Costume Party Cul refest
LOTS OF DRINK SPECIALS.
52 0141181115c PINTS SS PIILIERS
S 50 RD IIGRT RINI'S • S6 P11(14tRs
$4 "iIkRED SIMS
S1,50 Stoll DRINIS,SROIS
$f litCROSIER ONO ii flIl P001 PM
s?in lkftt PR'45'91111S

PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES.
6111ND PRIZE
SK ru kE IS 101 .? FOR 41 s169,1611 Si RisoRT
151 2 51611 IS Stki 51 GRAND SUMMIT ROM
• 2kD PIPE
2 iitgi Is TO III SD ENIILINDIVRI0IS

3RD PRIZE
IRE 8411011 SKI RICK

A celebration of countries
and cultures
Saturday Oct. 30, from 10 - 3:30 p.m.
at Memorial Gym Field House

5250 III!tLRfllR,SrF. ID

HOSTED DY
DJ FOOD STAMP IND DJ CALIBUM
KIIRR14134 S111; WILI. Olti rill 3 flikLIS)

TS SHIE To BE PUKED.
SO GET HERE EARLY.

k 11 OE MUD ir 311115I1,HT

55 rovf p
hfill VIP; II qPM

• Food from around
the world
• Cultural Exhibits
• Traditional Clothing,
Music and Dance

• Children's activities
36 ITN Si. 011010 • 866-2739
Events arefree and open to the public,for
more information call 581-2905 or visit
zozoraniaine.edul0113/CommunitylCulturefest.htm
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NO WASTED TIME
NO WASTED MONEY

Prepaid wireless, that's what Talkrracker is for.

$50,.
TalkTracker
• 300 Bonus Minutes at activation
• 500 Daytime Minutes
• Unlimited Nights and Weekends
• FREE Text Messaging through November 13th
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance
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SOX FAN
From Page 1
accepted full responsibility for
Snelgrove's death, although she
and Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino claimed that "thugs" in
the crowd had sent events out
of control. Howard Dempsey, a
friend of the Snelgroves who
answered the phone at their
East Bridgewater, Mass., home,
said the family had retained a
lawyer, but declined to say anything else.
It was the second time this
year that a celebration in one of
America's best sports towns
had claimed a fatality, the first
coming in February when an
SUV drove into a crowd of revelers after the Patriots won the
Super Bowl, killing the 21year-old son of a State Police
captain.
"That's two people too
many," said Finnell, a Vermont
native and lifelong Sox fan.
Menino
threatened
to
invoke a little-known law that
would allow him to ban alcohol sales, but after a meeting
with police and bar owners at
City Hall on Friday he agreed
to a series of less drastic
restrictions.
Bar owners took business
cards from officers who will
be part of a heavy police presence around the park, giving
them quick access to help if
they need it. Police and business owners also will make
sure that lines don't form on
the sidewalks outside the bars,
as they usually do during Sox
games. Police also will make
certain bars are not overcrowd-

ed, and they will have little
patience with anyone they consider unruly.
Menino also asked owners
not to allow television crews
into their taverns, believing
that they tend to incite the
crowds.
"We stopped letting them in
anyway,"
said
Robin
Finnestead, the manager at the
Boston
Beer
Works on
Brookline Avenue,just outside
Fenway."Last year [during the
ALCS against the Yankees]
when people turned the TV
cameras
on, the
mood
changed."
Wednesday night's crowd
started out "pretty wellbehaved," Finnestead said. "It
was fun, and then all of a sudden it started getting violent."
But even without the new
rules, locals say they expect a
somber undertone to this greatest of all New England phenomena.
"Absolutely, it puts a
damper on things," said Dana
Van Fleet, co-owner of the
Cask n' Flagon. Snelgrove was
killed just outside his tavern,
which sits on the corner of
Lansdowne
Street
and
Brookline Avenue. According
to local reports, an unidentified officer fired pellets into a
crowd standing about 20 feet
away after a broken bottle
landed near his feet. Friday
night, however, there was no
sign that there had been trouble on the stretch of sidewalk
where Snelgrove died.
"It's a very unfortunate
tragedy," said Van Fleet, who
attended the City Hall meeting. "I think there's great communication with the police and

I think things will be secure."
Many Emerson students
were angry that friends and
family had to see graphic photos of the badly injured
Snelgrove in Friday's newspapers, and flyers were posted
around Emerson's buildings
encouraging people to complain to the Boston Herald.
The Herald, a sister tabloid
of the New York Post, ran a
color photo of Snelgrove
sprawled on the sidewalk on
the front page, with a graphic
black-and-white photo inside
that showed blood pouring
from Snelgrove's left eye and
nose.
The paper's publisher, Ken
Chandler, issued an apology
for the photographs later in the
day.
Snelgrove's fellow journalism students say they will prepare their own tribute for her,
and the school is planning a
memorial for later in the week.
Friday afternoon's classes
were suspended, but students
were invited to share their
thoughts with each other in the
college's theater.
"It's so unfortunate. She
had such a great smile. She
was a person who was so excited about her career," said
junior
Rachel
Emerson
Gabrielsen, the news director
for the college television station. "She would write for us
and she wanted to learn to produce. She'd send me a script to
review and she'd call me three
or four times during the week
to make sure I got it.
"It's a loss for this business.
She really had it."
— This story first appeared
in the New York Daily News.
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WORDOF MOUTH
What are you going to be for Halloween?

"A princess."
James Hills
Senior
Philosophy

"Jesus."
Sarah Bertuli
Freshman
Social work

"Cowgirl ... but I'm
not sure."
Emily Michaud
Junior
Microbiology

"A gypsy, because I
don't have to buy any
new clothes for that."
Jasmine Haines
Sophomore
English

Maine Fresh. Maine Good.That's Governor's!

Every Wednesday is
College Day at The Gov':
Show your college ID
and choose your
favorite meal for only $5!
Includes yourfavorite soda.

* Blue plate special
* Chicken Fingers
* Fresh 'n tasty salad

"A nursing student.
That's pretty scary."
Nick Pellerin
Junior
Nursing

"A blue exam book,
because everone gets
scared when professors take that out."
Jen Sinsabaugh
Junior
Biology

Join
the
gang
Write for
THE

GOVERNOR'S*

Stillwater Ave • OLD TOWN.827-4277
* Broadway • BANGOR •9117-3113
GovernorsRestaurant.com

Restaurant & Bakery *

A
News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
First Class or by phone at
581-1270 for details.
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LAS college hosts 'Great Conversations'for Homecoming
By Khela Kupiec
For The Maine Campus
Faculty and alumni came
during
Saturday
together
Homecoming weekend to experiGreat
the
with
ment
Conversations roundtable discussion program that facilitators hope
to continue during future
Homecoming celebrations.
Faculty were invited to hold
discussions on six topics including
robots, criminal justice, creative
economy, Maine's first occupants,
conservationists and FrancoAmerican culture. Participants,
enjoying a cup of coffee and a
plateful of snacks, dove into an
intellectually intense hour of discussions on the topic of their
choice.
The program was sponsored by
the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, while Associate Dean
Kathryn Olmstead organized the
details.
Everyone, including students,
alumni and the community, were
welcome to come and participate
in the discussions and learn about
topics that add to the richness of
intellectuals.
"Homecoming should include
a celebration of the university's
vibrancy. Great
intellectual
Conversations is that celebration.
It is mind candy," said Ann
Leffler, dean of the College of
•
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Steven Barkan, professor and
chair of the sociology department,
talked about the ineffectiveness of
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
reducing crime by arrest and
SMALL TALK — Kathryn Olmstead, organizer of the Great Conversations discussion held Saturday morning, joins the
imprisonment. An alternative
with professor Richard Judd.
would be focusing on a public Conversationalists table
health strategy through a sociological understanding, he said.

"Homecoming is traditionally
geared to football and things like
that. It's also nice to have an academic focus because that's what
the university is about," Barkan
said.
Other faculty participants
included Elise Turner, associate

professor and chair of computer
science. Turner brought up the
question of robot consciousness

and the possibility of having such
robots from 'Star Trek: The Next
Generation' alongside humans.
Tony Brinkley, associate professor of English, talked about the
soulless nature of economic devel-

news@mainecampus.com

Elect Elizabeth Schneider
Your voice in the Maine Senate
Vote Nov.2 in Memorial
Union's All Purpose roont.

THIS ADVOCATE FOR
EDUCATION WANTS TO SERVE
YOU IN THE MAINE SENATE
*Twice elected to Orono Town Council
*Vice President - Orono Economic
Development Corporation
*President - Orono Village Association
Endorse,../.1 by
THE MAINE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
SENATOR MARY CATHCART among
many others.
.chneidersenate.com
207-866-7359
2(17-852-2716(cell)
District 30

know, Argyle. Bradlprd, Edinburg, Weld,Greenbush,
tlattawaenleag, Afaxfirld, Old Tow* Orueo, Patsadem
Utthorr. Winn
Paid tor and authorized by Hizabeth
Rennoch Road.()rano, Mr.

opment without cultural development,and the impoverished nature
of cultural development without
development.
economic
Meanwhile,Richard W.Judd,professor of history, led a talk about
nature and conservation.
Joline Blais, assistant professor
of new media, and Susan Pinette,

"This was an outstanding
director of Franco-American
Studies, talked about combining idea ... it will expand appreciaFranco culture and new media. tion for what the different discidoing," said
are
Brian Robinson, assistant profes- plines
sor in the anthropology department Christopher D. Carr, director of
and the Climate Change Institute, major gifts for the university.
discussed artifacts left behind by "It will expand opportunities
Maine's first Native Americans for people through continuing
education."
that arrived 11,000 years ago.

LIM VISITING LIBRA DIVERSITY PROFESSOR
SULAK SIVARAKSA

Come hear Sulak Sivaraksa, Thailand's most prominent lay Buddhist, social
activist and author, speak at one ofthefollowing events:
KEYNOTE SPEECH - "CREATING A CULTURE OF PEACE"
Tuesday, October 26 at 7pm in Room 100, Neville Hall
Refreshments to be served
SOCIALIST & MARXIST LUNCHEON SERIES
"A IIIIDDHIST RESPONSE TO FREE MARKET FUNDAMENTAUSM"
Thursday, October 28 at 12:30 to 1:45 in the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
THE PHILOSOPHY COLLOQUIUM - "A BUDDHIST ANALYSIS OF SELF" •
Monday. November 1 at 7 pm in the Levinson Room,The Maples
MEDITATION SESSION
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union
Tuesday, November 2 at5 pm
Sulak Sivarytksa is thefounding publisher and editor ofthe "Social Science Review", Thailand's leading intellectualjournal until it was suppressed by the government in 1976. He established the International Network of
Engaged Buddhists(1NEB)
which sponsors publication of"Seeds ofPeace".
Ile has been deeply concerned with environmental destruction and has organized groups, including Buddhist
monks, to preserve local environments, principallyforests that are essential to village economies. His environmental ethic is based on the Buddhist principle ofinterdependent co-arising which implies a deep respectfor
nature. Sulak's environmental views includefierce criticisms ofgovernmental and commercial exploitation of
nature on both national and global levels. He believes that the qualities' ofsimplicity, responsibility, and care are
essential to the preservation and conservation of nature and that we have to return to an awareness ofthe interdependence of human beings and nature.
All events arefree and open to the public. Brought to you by the Division ofLifelong Learning, The Peace
Studies Program, the College ofLiberal Arts & Sciences, and the Philosophy Department, with special thanks to
The Cultural Affairs/Distinguished Lecture Series Committee.

Recycling: A
game of give
and take
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Look out,
Letterman

AP

From the onset of the semester,
students have been complaining
about the dumpsters on campus.
They have been called unsightly,
too industrial,and an overall an eyesore marring our beautiful campus.
Property Management here at
University of Maine decided to listen to the complaints and act
accordingly. Director Gordon
Nelson replaced the 30-yard behemoth dumpsters with the more aesthetically pleasing 8-yard dumpsters, leading one to assume the
issue had been addressed and the
problem was solved.
However,it seems the small,less
visually intrusive dumpsters are
overflowing. The new, smaller
dumpsters are too small to accommodate the amount of waste warranted by the several thousand oncampus residents. The unsightly
overflow is a direct result of laziness and a general unwillingness to
recycle on the part of the students.
We at The Maine Campus feel
Property Management has done its
part to listen to our concerns as students,and we are ultimately responsible to be proactive recyclers if not
strictly for looks, then for practicality and the preservation of our environment.

Sox fan's death
need not be
in vain
The death of Emerson
student
Victoria
College
Snelgrove after the Red Sox
defeated the New York Yankees
in Game 7 of the American
League Championship Series
was a tragedy, but an avoidable
tragedy. Some will point fingers
Boston
Police
at
the
Department, but the real blame
lies in the hands of the fans
whose unruly celebrations led to
the police's use of pellet's containing pepper spray.
The World Series promises to
be an exciting series, but as we
celebrate or mourn the outcome,
let's control our emotions and
peacefully display our feelings.
There is no need to burn things,
flip cars or start riots over baseball.
For the sake of ourselves and
those around us, let's control our
celebrations when the Red SOx
win and not place a black mark
next to their achievement. Wild
and unnecessarily rowdy celebrations place not only yourself
but others around you in danger,
as the events in Boston proved.
'
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Top 10 list blasts
Palesky proposal
FRANCOIs
AR
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

Several people, including
Angus King in the Oct. 17
Portland Press Herald, have put
out their top 10 lists of reasons to
vote "no" on Question I. Near the
top of my list, at No. 2,is the proposed measure's impact on public
education, including higher education, in the state of Maine.
Here's my list:
10. About 20 percent of the tax
reductions are going to people
from out-of-state who either use
Maine as a recreational area and
can afford to pay for their leisure
activities, or they are investors
lows. ... You're on CNN. The who are already taking their profshow that leads into me is puppets its out of Maine and plowing them
back into their home states'
making crank phone calls"
Carlson tried to pull the tone economies.
9. Lost revenue to municipaliback to humor, asking Stewart to
ties
will put pressure on the state,
Stewart
"come on,be funny," and
countered: "No. No.I'm not going if it acts responsibly, to fill the gap
with forms of revenue that only
PRODUCTION MANAGER to be your monkey."
resident
• Mainers pay, or pay a
Carlson told Stewart he needed
share,
such as income tax or
larger
announcer set up the debate by to get a job at a journalism school,
increases.
tax
sales
characterizing Stewart as not just and, in quite possibly the most
8. A large portion of the sava jokester but a joke, and by the cutting comeback of the century,
ings
you get from a tax reduction
end of the program, Stewart had Stewart dryly responded: "You
under
the Palesky tax cap proposmasterfully unmasked Carlson need to go to one."
al
will
be eaten up by increased
These are just soundbites —
and his "debate" program as an
fees
for
town services such as
dialectic
of
a
the highlights
ugly mockery of news dialogue.
garbage
collection,
permit fees,
the
history
worthy
of
exchange
Carlson attacked Stewart, the
etc.
session,
the
The
meat
of
books.
"The
Central's
host of Comedy
7. If you are a renter — and 30
Daily Show," for too-soft inter- of course, was Stewart's face-topercent
of Maine voters are —
view questions for John Kerry, face plea to Carlson and co-host
get no benefit from the
you
will
and Stewart replied: "If your idea Paul Begala to accept their
and may have to
reductions
tax
public
disof confronting me is that I don't "responsibility to the
services
now providfees
for
pay
partisan
panend
the
course"
and
ask hard-hitting enough news
towns.
cities
and
by
the
ed
questions, we're in bad shape,felSee STEWART on Page 9
6. Emergency services such as
ambulances, EMTs, and other
first-responders will be dramatically reduced because of the cuts.
This will most likely lead to slower response times for 911 calls,
• States his/her name,address accidents, and emergencies. The
Maine law specifically allows
students to vote where they and party affiliation;
life you risk may be your own or
• States his/her status as a that of a member of your family.
attend college or university,
provided they meet normal reg- registered voter in the commu5. Libraries across the state
requirements. nity;
istration
will curtail their hours drastically
• States the name of the voter or shut down altogether. All of us,
Therefore, students do not have
to vote where their families challenged;
including our kids and seniors,
• States the reason the partic- use the library for reading, but we
live. No one can challenge your
right to vote unless the chal- ular voter is being challenged;
See LETTERS on Page 9
lenger:
See PALESKY on Page 9

Carlson's day of reckoning

Stewart forgoes usual comic banter to prove a point
You could call it a victory for
smart asses- everywhere. You
could call it pay dirt for every
journalist who still believes that
his, profession hasn't yet completely dissolved into the proliferation of fact-based fiction. You
could be pithy and call it the day
the Messiah came.
Cry if you missed the Friday,
Oct. 15, broadcast of CNN's
"Crossfire." Cry hard. What a raging bonfire it was as Tucker
Carlson, co-host of the political
debate show,went down in stupid,
stupid flames after Stewart called
him out on every "Crossfire"
fraud he could fit into the halfhour. Stewart blocked every blow
Carlson threw at him and returned
with stabs that reduced the co-host
into a blubbering, devious hack.
Glory, Hallelujah.
It was high theater: The

Letters to the Editor
*Student Voting made easy
Student voters take note. On
Election Day 2002, a small
group of people at the Orono
polls challenged students' right
to vote. Since then, the legislature and concerned citizens of
both parties have revised the
law that allows voters to be
challenged on Election Day.

•
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I. ter to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name, address, academic nmjor or job tide and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine
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news system. You know what it
makes us believe anything we
hear. Stewart reminded the hosts
and the audience the difference
From Page 8
between preaching and presentdering. Stewart's real aim behind ing balanced information. If the
the exchange of character attacks hosts wouldn't do it themselves,
was to explain to the facilitators Stewart would bring the balance
what the people need from the to them. And in true Stewart
political forum, which,at present, style, he brought it to them and
goes to waste. He did it in their then beat them with it to a sad,
own house with their own lan- twitching pile of overly verbose
guage. He cut them deep with a pulp.
message that, regardless of poliSo a kudos goes to Jon
tics, resonates: "This is such a Stewart for beating expert
great opportunity you have here rhetoricians at their own game
to actually get politicians off of and reminding pissed-off people
their marketing and strategy," he everywhere to damn the man.
said.
One more for good measure:
Regardless of whether or not As Carlson was wrapping up the
"Crossfire" is guilty of Stewart's program, he said in his final jab
accusations, questioning the to Stewart, "I do think you're
credibility of the program — more fun on your show. Just my
which we all should do while opinion." And Stewart's answer:
watching or reading any source "You know what's interesting,
of news — on the program itself though? You're as big a dick on
was a genius move. Reminding your show as you are on any
any audience,especially that one, show." Amen.
that what they absorb from the
Tracy Collins is a senior jourprogram is not necessarily nalism major who wants to be Jon
gospel, is crucial to a functional Stewart when she grows up.

STEWART

will be the university and community college systems — widely regarded as a major engine for
economic growth in the state. If
From Page 8
you're a student or a parent of
also use them as community cen- one, look for tuition hikes to folters and for access to 21st century low.
information sources like the
1. Question 1 is fundamentally
Internet.
anti-democratic. Of all the taxes
4. Fire safety will be dimin- you pay, the ones you have the
ished in towns all across Maine as most control over are the ones
budgets for volunteer and profes- determined at the town level. Go
sional departments alike are to your town meeting with your
slashed. Insurance companies are neighbors, and change things
pretty savvy in figuring out risk. locally if you don't like how
The result? Higher insurance pre- things are going. Question 1
miums.
removes local discretion over
3. Police departments in taxing and spending decisions,
municipalities around the state and would concentrate decisionwill have to make cuts in per- making in Augusta. Palesky prosonnel and services. At a time ponents are basically mad at
when these professionals are Augusta, but if the ballot quesbeing called on to do more and tion were to be successful, they
to respond to different threats, would hand more control to the
is it wise to chop their funding? area, not less. Palesky supporters
2. Schools across the state will say, "let the people decide," but
suffer drastic budgets cuts. of course the one-liner on the balConsider that after California lot does a pretty poor job of adepassed its own Palesky-like meas- quately representing the sevenure called Proposition 13 in 1978 plus pages of the actual initiative.
— at that time its schools ranked For example, did you know that a
fifth in the nation. Now they're simple majority can pass
40th. Enrichment courses and Question 1, but the language in
after school programs will be the the question itself requires a twofirst to suffer: sports teams,clubs, thirds majority to modify or
music and the arts. Higher educa- repeal it?
tion won't be spared either. If the
Francois Amar is a chemstate tries to fill in the K-12 edu- istry professor and an Orono
cation holes, the likely source resident.

PALESKY

word "none" for previous
polling place. Another option is
to cast an absentee ballot.
Anyone can vote with an absenFrom Page 8
tee ballot: it's convenient, you
• States the specific source of do it in advance; and it's fininformation or personal knowl- ished.
edge upon which the challenge
If you do register at the polls
is based;
on Election Day, bring proof of
• Signs an affidavit punishable your address, such as a bill with
under the penalty of perjury that the your name and current address
information given above is true.
printed on it. You must be at
If your vote is challenged, least 18 years old and a U.S. cityour vote will still be counted. izen. Avoid the end-of-the-day
Challenged votes are only lines at the polls, and vote early
reviewed if the election is so if possible.
close that a recount is required.
There will be monitors presHow can you avoid all this has- ent at the polls on Election Day
sle?
to oversee the fairness of the
Register to vote at your town process. You may be the decidoffice before Election Day. ing factor in this election.
When you fill out the voter reg- Vote.
istration card, fill out the entire
Lisa Buck, Don Pilcher,
card, including your previous Stephanie Cotsirilis and Alan
polling location. If you have Cobo-Lewis on behalf of the
never voted before, write the Orono Democrats.
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Lights, Cortlynn, action
Hepler's rebuttal fails to answer lighting questions
It's rare when a politician
keeps promises made during the
campaign season. Student Body
President Cortlynn Hepler should
be applauded for staying with his
key platform issue. However,
increasing lighting on campus,
the issue which he stands behind,
is flawed.
Last week in The Maine
Campus, Hepler attempted to
respond to an article that pointed
out six major flaws in his lighting
plan. He didn't refute a single
one. It's not that he failed to disprove them. He failed to
acknowledge them at all.
He spent his first 167 words
saying that sometimes in the
night, cars can't see you. It's true.
Let's forget about the fact that
cars are legally required to have
two strong lights on the front. I
want to know who these people
are that jump in front of oncoming traffic in the middle of the
night. And why does the school
have to spend well over $100,000
to shepherd them? Didn't we all
learn as children to look both
ways before crossing the street?
Hepler told us once these expensive lights are installed,"You'll be
back home where there's good
food, a warm house and friends."
This is sounding more like a Club
Med ad than a plan to install a
few lampposts.
Next, Hepler described an
unlikely scenario where the neurotic narrator slips on some ice
hidden by the shadows in front of

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
a giggling crowd. I want to
remind everyone that these are
lights, not heat lamps. They are
intended to improve vision, nothing else. I personally have slipped
on ice many times in my life, and
it's almost always been in broad
daylight. The only thing
increased lighting would do is
illuminate your fallen body so
even more people could laugh at
you.
Hepler says these lights will
keep us safe, but I would like to
know what they are protecting us
from. Patches of ice and easilyavoidable cars don't cut it.
Let's keep in mind that this
will become another construction
project on campus. The mere
mention of the Memorial Union
steps, the library ramp and the
road near Cutler should remind
even the most casual observer
how unreliable and inefficient oncampus construction projects
have been in the past. The South
wall of the library, the part that
looks like a bunker, is made to be
knocked down so the library can
be expanded. Hepler is putting
lampposts in the annex area. In
his defense,it's not like the school

would ever expand the library
when their budget is tied up with
tomfoolery like the giant wide
screen plasma TV in the Union
that sits in front of six chairs.
The darkest road on campus,
which happens to be exclude
from "phase one," stretches from
the MCA to Gannett Hall. There
are lampposts in place but many
of them do not work. The school
should have taken care of these
burned out bulbs automatically.
There should be no need for
Student Government to get
involved. Does the Student
Senate vote on when to empty the
ugly dumpsters next to the
dorms? The school should take
care of maintaining its facilities
and student government should
go back to spending its budget on
new office furniture.
Last April, Hepler said in an
interview, "I think college campuses can help people become
more open minded." Well Mr.
President, here's your chance to
show the students just how open
minded you really are. I challenge
President Hepler to a public
debate on the subject of lighting
on campus. My two criterion for
this debate are: The setting must
be convenient for interested students to attend, and it must occur
within the next week before construction begins. Please respond
publicly using the new University
Folder on FirstClass.
Mike Hartwell is a junior journalism major.

Which curse is worse?
Red Sox failures mirror one man's unintentional celibacy
First of all, let me say I am a lifelong Red Sox fan. And as I'm sure
many others can attest, choosing to
be a BoSox fan is the equivalent of
repeatedly smacking your own scrotum with a hammer. It seems like
nothing ever goes right for Boston.
I've seen them squander leads, drop
pop flies and allow walk-off homers.
Not to mention, I get a lump in my
throat every time they show Billy
Buckner's routine ground ball.
To make matters worse, most of
my friends root for the Yankees.
Over the past few years I've had to
sit back and watch my cronies celebrate each Yankee championship. It
hasn't been much fun. It's like
watching all your friends in the middle of a huge orgy with super models, all the while you're stuck sitting
on the couch getting a hand job
from your sister.
But this year the tides have
turned and now, as I write this column in fact, my beloved Red Sox
are getting ready to take the field in
Game 1 of the World Series. After
staging the greatest comeback in
baseball postseason history,the Sox
are now playing St. Louis for the
championship. Now,before I go on
let me just get one thing straight.
This column isn't about baseball.
I'm not going to sit here and give
you my predictions for the Series.
I'm not here to write words of hope
and encouragement to the Red Sox
and their fans; I'll save that for the
sports page. What I will say is that
I am rooting extra hard for Boston
but not for the reasons you'd think.

Red Sox win the World Series, she
will have intercourse with yours
truly. Now I know what you're
TRAVIS
thinking, "This girl has got to be
COWING
wicked classy." Well, for your
information, she is quite smart and
sophisticated. Not to mention once
she covers up the burns and the
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUfS harelip, she's not too shabby in the
Let me explain.
"eye candy" department.
If you don't already know, the
In return, if the Red Sox lose I
Red Sox are said to be cursed. In have to take her older sister out on a
the early 1900s, Boston used to date. Now I'm not a shallow person,
have George Herman "Babe" Ruth, but her sister might possibly be the
the greatest baseball player ever. most hideous creature on the planet.
But because the Red Sox owner was She was actually supposed to be
a complete douche, he sold Babe "The Blair Witch" in the movie,but
Ruth for, like, six bucks and a dime producers thought she was too ugly.
bag. Ever since then the Red Sox Not to mention she has more hair on
have sucked fat ass, not winning a her face than a Wookie.I'm not kidWorld Series Championship since ding. She has a goatee six inches
1918. Many people say this horrif- long. If I didn't know any better, I
ic championship drought is because would swear she's Jim "The Anvil"
of the curse of Babe Ruth,a.k.a. the Neidhart. Now don't get me wrong,
it isn't the date that I'm worried
curse of "The Bambino."
Now that we're all caught up,let about. What does bother me is that
me tell you about another curse: I I'll probably get drunk and try to
haven't been laid in a really, really pork her, and that's just humiliation
long time. I think the last vagina I don't need. My friends still make
I've seen was at birth when mom fun of me for the night I had a threefired me out of hers. Forget Babe some with two midgets. Oh sorry,
Ruth, my little Bambino has cob- little people.
webs growing on it. I remember the
So hopefully by this time next
last girl who touched my penis. We week,Boston will be world champs.
were sitting together on the play- If they win you'll see me with a
ground — watching young Jesus huge smile on my face because I
play hopscotch.
just got laid. And if they lose? Well,
With all this being said, let me you'll probably see me at the Olive
just tell you that the girl down the Garden with that damn Wookie.
street from me is a die hard Yankees
Travis Cowing is pursuing an
fan.The two of us came to an agree- anthropology masters, with a jik.us
ment this summer, being that if the on curses and Yetis.

ICA

Inside
Bartending • The Dark
Angel promises to go
down smooth. Page 12

style

The Napper
Tandies at the
Bear Brew
Page 13

MUSIC
Java Jive: Stoplight Rehearsal
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 26
Memorial Union
Free
Vanessa Carlton
7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 28
Maine Center for the Arts
$10
Skalloween
6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Keith Anderson Community
House
$6.00

Aroundthe

Won!

ART

UMaine record label represents
sounds from around the world

"artNOW!"
Through Friday, Nov. 19
Carnegie Hall
Free

By John Evans
Copy Editor

"John Walker:
A Winter In Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday, Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free

THEATER

lumped over his computer with a faint
smile on his face, Yannick Moutassie nods
his head slowly to the beat from one of his
songs. The thick R&B pours out of the
computer speakers forcing his body to move.
"These are mine," said Moutassie, "all you will
listen to are my beats."
Moutassie is a third-year finance major at
UMaine, and on his time off, he may be the most
driven composer on campus. Hailing from
Cameroon,Africa, Moutassie, a DJ for WMEB,is
the point man of Up North Konnection, an incredibly diverse musical label consisting of members
from all over the globe.
With an instrumental palatte that is as diverse as
its ethnicity, Up North offers a variety of sounds.
"For instruments, we have piano to drums to guitar,flute, violin. Anything I hear, I say,'come
play,— said Moutassie.
Artists from Africa, India, Costa Rica and North
America have collaborated for what will be over
four semesters of work on Up North's first CD.
Christina Swarmy,a psychology major and lead
vocalist on at least one of Up North's tracks, said
she has been singing since she was a child and was
very excited to be included in such a creation.
Mixed with
See UP NORTH on Page 12

"Bent"
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 29 and Saturday,
Oct. 30
Hauck Auditorium
"The Crucible"
8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 5
Penobscot Theatre

MOVIES
"The Village"
7:30 p.m. &10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 27 and
Friday, Oct. 29
100 DPC
Free
"Hijacking Catastrophe"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 28
110 Little Hall
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
100 DPC
Free

ENTERTAINMENT
Scrabble and Sports Night Bingo
8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 25
Memorial Union
Free
Second Annual Fitness
Challenge
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Navy ROTC house
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Keamey on FirstClass.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN EVANS

Yannick Moutassie, point man for Up North Konnection, a campus record label, tweaks a track
in the second-floor Maine Center for the Arts studio.
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UMaine
Menu to
the rescue
By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
One of the biggest problems
with ordering out is that unless
you have your favorite restaurant's take-out menu memorized, it is tough to remember
what they offer. Having take-out
menus at home to reference is
ideal, but these get lost easier
than a freshman's virginity at
Ushuaia. For University of
Maine
students, however,
UMaineMenu.com has the
answers to any takeout questions that may be on your mind.
The Web site features
scanned menus of almost every
local take-out restaurant, along
with pertinent information like
delivery charges, delivery hours

Along with local
takeout
restauraunts, the
Web site also
features links to
UMaine dining
halls

COURTESY PHOTO BY SONY PICTURES

MIRROR, MIRROR — Sarah Michelle Gellar stars in "The Grudge," Hollywood's latest horror movie. While the movie does
deliver on some goods, it fails for the most part to provide any satisfying chills.

'Grudge' delivers solid premise, cheap thrills
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer

own movie — the original
entitled "Ju-On: The Grudge"
— from a script adapted and
Americans don't like to Americanized from his origiread a lot of subtitles while nal.
watching their movies. Hence,
Karen (Sarah Michelle
Gellar) is a nurse living in
the
current
MOVIE
trend
Japan. She lives with her
in
boyfriend, Doug (Jason Behr),
Hollywood of REVIEW
who is a student studying
remaking
recent Japanese horror movie architecture. When Karen is
sensations with English-speak- assignea to fill in for a nurse
ing actors, most famously who doesn't show up for work,
"The Ring." And so it goes weird things begin to happen.
with Takashi Shimizu's "The The patient, an elderly
Grudge." Shimizu remakes his American lady, has become

and whether or not they accept
MaineCards. The site also hosts
useful links, information and
news.
Along with local takeout
restaurants, the Web site also
features links to UMaine dining
halls, providing information
such as weekly menu schedules.
Benjamin Pottle, a third year
By Desiree Fernald
management information sysStaff Writer
tems major and webmaster and
creator of UMaineMenu.com,
Wednesday night, Ushuaia
said he started the project for
personal use but realized that showcased some talented local
the entire campus could benefit and regional CONCERT
from electronically storing rock bands.
show
The
REVIEW
menus.
featured
"The MaineCard program
made ordering out a pretty fre- Third Floor View, Dugen,
quent occurrence when I lived Headstart and was headlined by
in the dorms, but I constantly York native Jeremiah Freed.
The first band of the night,
found myself asking neighbors
Floor View, was delayed an
Third
for menus that I had either misbecause
of what seemed to
hour
placed, ruined or was unable to
while most of
planning,
be
poor
find," said Pottle.
the
out in the
audience
camped
Pottle said that his ultimate
bar
area
waiting
for
the
show to
goal for UMaineMenu.com is to
commence.
Once
they
got on
make it well-known as a
stage,
however,
a
majority
of the
resource for UMaine students to
make their ordering out a little crowd came down from the bar to
listen. Third Floor View had a
bit easier.
punk rock sound and played a lot
"At this point, my goal is
originals. Due to time restricof
simply to spread the word. I
their set concluded after
tions,
want the UMaineMenu to
songs. The crowd
only
six
stuthat
the
become a resource
seemed
to
enjoy
both their enthudent body knows about and can
and
loud
rocking. Twosiasm
rely upon," said Pottle. "To
demos
were
given
away.
track
know that I've contributed to
The
the stage
next
band
to
hit
the community in some tangible
Hailing
from
Dugen.
Old
was
way, that's a good feeling."
band
this
has
punk
rock
Town,
To help increase awareness of
10
years,
for
and
almost
played
the Web site, Pottle said:he-has
been posting in FirstClass forums -Their sound is explosive. Die-hard
but hopes to advertise in alterna- fans that have stuck by them for
years showed up just to hear them
tive ways in the near future.
play.
See MENU on Page 12

catatonic after moving into her
Japanese home. As Karen soon
finds out, the house is cursed.
Several rather nasty spirits are
exacting their revenge upon
the living. One by one, people
fall victim to these ghouls.
Who are these ghosts? And
why are they so pissed off?
Gellar investigates against all
common ,sense but this time
there's no Scooby to the rescue.
Producer Sam Raimi, director of such movies as the "Evil
Dead" series,"For the Love of

the Game" and the "SpiderMan" series knew who he
wanted to direct from the start.
In an attempt to preserve the
eeriness of the original, Raimi
hired the original film's director, Shimizu. Steve Susco was
hired to re-work Shimizu's
original
script
to
add
Americans to the story.
Here's what gets me: The
movie takes place in Japan,
and none of the main characters are Japanese, just the
peripheral ones and the ghosts.
See GRUDGE on Page 13

Enthusiastic bands woo
small but wild crowd
Their music was entertaining
and forced the crowd to move.
Their lyrics were mellow on some
songs, but their music was fastpaced ska mixed with punk.Their
cover of the popular song "1,000
Miles" was impressive and
pumped up the crowd as they
sang along. Their set was short
but ended with a thank you and a
cheer for the Boston Red Sox during game seven against the New
York Yankees.
Next up was the much anticipated band Headstart from
Portland. It was obvious that
these guys really knew how to
keep a crowd entertained. Their
music was more light hearted and
pop than the previous bands on
stage. Most of their songs had to
do with relationships, such as "I
Don't Really Want to Talk To
You" and "Back At The
Beginning." Lead singer Kevin
Kennie kept shouting "Yankees
suck," while trying to get the
crowd to cheer for the game in
between songs.
"If anyone here is a Yankees
fan, they need to leave," Kennie
said.
Last to take the stage were
headliners Jeremiah Freed. The
crowd rushed to the front at the
beginning of the set in obvious
See FREED on Page 13

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

IN THE DARK — Joe Smith of Jeremiah Freed performs
Wednesday night at Ushuaia for an energetic crowd.
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Tandies prove to be just dandy
By Jesse Davis
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

IRISH JIVE — The Napper Tandies got the Bear Brew dancing Saturday night, stopping midsong at times to cheer
with the crowd during the Red Sox game.
machine and synthetic rhythms.
"The hard part is not to make the
music," said Moutassie,"but to fmd
people willing to try and make someFrom Page 10
thing good." Moutassie frequents the
Moutassie's
beats, Christina sound studio on the second floor of
Swarmy's voice, synthetically-pro- the Maine Center for the Arts, and
duced to sound as if she is underwa- spends virtually all his free time
ter, passionately floats in and out.
devoted to the creation and developUp North is working with ment of Up North's music.
Monotheif and Goodcall,on-campus
Moutassie's computer itself is
bands that have recently performed stacked full of music files of every
in the Union. Moutassie works with kind. Many are completed, but even
the bands, reworking and mixing more are still being worked over.
their songs, while maintaining the "Everything you hear without a
band's voice, he said. Moutassie voice is still a project," he said.
works closely with all of Up North's Created with programs such as Acid
artists, matching vocals and instru- Pro, Moutassie's rhythms are fresh
ments with rhythmic beats he creates and entertaining. "It's good,"
with a roomful of equipment and a Moutassie said."You have the whole
number of computer programs. To studio right in your computer."
create the main beats for the songs,
Up North's first CD promises to
Moutassie uses a keyboard, drum contain a lot of hip hop and flavorful

UP NORTH

The Guinness was flowing,the
Red Sox were playing, and the
Napper
CONCERT
Tandies
provided
REVIEW
the
music Saturday night at the Bear
Brew. There was singing, dancing,a good deal of clapping along
and even the bear on the wall
seemed to be having a good time.
"This is my first time seeing
them, and I've only heard two
songs so far, but they're amazing," said Nate Colby, a philosophy and political science major.
Pumping through such classics
as "Whiskey in the Jar," "What
Do We Do With a Drunken
Sailor" and "Wild Rover," the
energy of the crowd continued to
rise as the night progressed.
Everyone cheered, of course,
when the trio went into a version
of"Amazing Grace" replacing the
lyrics with "the Yankees suck."
Bassist Randy Billings, a
native of the Bangor area,showed
R&B.The CD is expected to have a
varrying sound because with people
from so many cultures contributing,
everyone adds something different.
"I've been making music for about
10 years, five years seriously:' says
Moutassie "It's just a great feeling,
you build everything, it's really the
best feeling ever."
One of Up North's songs,"The
Three Wise Men:'is a freestyle tribute to Jack Daniels, Johnny Walker
and Jim Beam. With the clear, hard
lyrics written by an artist known as
MP,'The Three Wise Men" flows
with a professionalism one would
expect to find in a club. Along with
MP,artist Sammy Soso raps for Up
North, and both sound professional
enough to carry Up North's first CD
on their own. "Sammy Soso, he's
good," Moutassie said,"He could be
something big."

his pride for the Red Sox all night,
wearing a Johnny Damon jersey
and interspersing the classic antiYankees phrase into as many
songs as he could.
The trio's combination of
stand-up bass, banjo and accordion kept things hopping while
the game progressed in the background, and cheers went up regularly, both for the Red Sox and the
group's stellar set. At one point, a
man in the front lost his hat while
doing a jig and was complimented
by Matthew Smith, the group's
banjo player and co-vocalist, for
ignoring the lost hat and going
right on with his dancing.
As the night wore on and the
drinks continued, both for the audience and the Tandies, the music
only seemed sweeter. As they
played songs people recognized,
you could hear anywhere from five
to 15 people hollering out the
words and raising their glasses.
Most of the night's action was
caught by a group of students on
assignment for their Techniques of
Video Production class. They had
been working all day and night on

a documentary featuring the
Napper Tandies, and as they interviewed the crowd, not an ill word
was spoken.
A good cross section of the
UMaine radio station's staff was
present as well, including the
music director, the program director, one of the metal directors and
several DJs. The Tandies' new
album, "Transmogrified," will
soon be heard over the airwaves of
the station.
As 1:30 a.m. rolled around, the
night was still in full swing, and
the management at the Brew
allowed the band to continue and
the audience to remain, although
the bar was closed on schedule. It
wasn't until nearly 2:30 that the
festivities finally ended, and the
wonderful rule that "you don't
have to go home, but you can't
stay here" was put into effect.
Everyone at the show seemed
to have had good time, and even
as people were leaving, everyone
was smiling. It was all thanks to
the Bear Brew and the Napper
Tandies, which proved to be a
perfect match.

and the site was a little too
graphic-intensive. I've cut
down on that and helped
improve loading times," said
From Page 11
Pottle.
"I've got some posters
According to Pottle, future
that'll be going up around plans include expanding the
campus as soon as I get a number of restaurants featured
chance ... and possibly [work- to include more Bangor locaing] with the restaurants them- tions.
selves will help to increase
"There are a lot of commuter
patronage," he said.
students [in Bangor] that I'm
The Web site was first intro- sure could make as much use of
duced in October 2003 but has the site as campus residents
recently undergone a design with MaineCards," said Pottle.
change, making it more accessiCurrently, UMaineMenu.com
ble and easy to navigate. Pottle features menus and information
said that one of his current on local favorites including
goals is to make it more acces- Pat's Pizza, Pizza Dome, China
sible for dial-up users.
Wall and Orono House of Pizza,
"Images were a little too big, among others.

MENU

www.mainecampus.com

Get offyour
ass and rote.

tor Ilreaki.iNt,
Hello world Hello freedom. Hello my own roof with my own rules. Hello doing the dishes
whenever.And music all hours. Hello State Farm agent:11w same one who was there when
started driving.Helping me now with things I never thought about before Like buying a car
and making investments. Hdlo adventure Hello life. We Live Where'Win Live
What more can your State Farm agent dofor you Call today or visit state/Or-meant!
Dick Hogan, Agent. CLU CPCU
792 Stillwater Avenue
Bangor, ME 04401
Bus: 207-947-4579
dick.hogantuffgstatetaml.com
NOM V111.16

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR 4110 STATE FARM IS THERE.°

MORI!IMPOSE ROOM - Mernanal Wiwn
-I OIL

Prviding Insurance and Financial Services
tax or legal advisor for specific advice. State Farm • Flume Offices:
Bloomington, IL
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FREED
From Page 11
anticipation of a great show. The
band's music was addicting, and
the crowd sang along with many
familiar songs. The vocals of Joe
Smith had a blues feel to them,
and lead guitarist Nick Goodale
balanced them off with his skilled
sound. The first few songs
"Devil's Only Friend" and
"Blinded" were off of their
"Times Don't Change" EP. Kellie
joined Smith on the vocals for
"How They All Got Here," a song
album,
latest
on
their
"Slowburn."
Before ending their set
Jeremiah Freed played a few new
songs that had fans dancing.
Smith's vocals mesmerized the
crowd until his very last song.
"We love playing for the
Orono crowd," Smith said.
Fans exited happily for two
reasons: because the Red Sox
won the pennant, and they got to
hear some kick-ass rock music.
The bands were personable
and enthusiastic, making the
show very enjoyable.

ultimately comes up short. The
jumpy moments are numerous,
but they are almost all cheap
scares of cat jumps out, door
slams and randomly jumpy
music. Cheap scares are like
foreplay. They get you
engaged in what is going on,
but if you wait too long to give
up the goods then you lose
interest and wind up watching
Jay Leno and eating Ben &
Jerry's instead.
The scares are too spread

audience by dumbing itself
down. It takes a cue from
"Pulp Fiction" arranging the
narrative slightly out of order
From Page 11
so that the viewer must piece
It comes off as a little too conthings together as the movie
venient and illogical. '
goes on. Gellar is more than
Like so many other movies
competent in the lead and it is
coming out this fall, "The
a shame that she isn't in more
Grudge" is simply. mediocre.
dramatically focused roles.
You could do far worse, for
"The Grudge" is a bit like
sure. But you could do a lot
an aging baseball pitcher. A
better. With a proven frightpitcher who, while he has a
fest like "Saw" being released
mean curve ball in his reperthis Friday, I was hoping for a out, and it becomes hard to toire, just doesn't have the
great one-two punch. "The feel real concern for the main juice to go the distance. Strong
Grudge" with a right hook on characters because they are and imaginative direction couOct. 22. BAM! And then the hardly ever in danger.
pled with solid performances
uppercut from "Saw" on Oct.
"The Grudge" does offer a becomes marred by butt29. HOO-AH! Unfortunately, dark atmosphere and some of numbingly lethargic pacing. It
"The Grudge" ended up feel- the most original disturbing is worth a look if you're down
ing more like a love tap. imagery I've ever seen. Those with spooky atmospheric
Shimizu plays for subtle chills, were some freaky ghosts. It movies. Just don't expect to be
but he outsmarts himself and also doesn't underestimate its scared silly.

GRUDGE

CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER

BASSY GOODNESS — Case Chandler, bassist of
Retirement Check, plays to a small crowd during the
band's show in the Union this past Thursday.
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•Get your Bar Code° Certification
/ Credit Cards Accepted!!!
•Professional Bartencling Training
with "Hands On"Pouring Sessions
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FEEL THE BEAT — Kerry Ryan, drummer for Jeremiah
Freed, performs at Ushuaia Wednesday night. Other
bands included Headstart, Dugen and Third Floor View.
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black

THE

WleASIOVIS

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Reaffirm the foundation you're
standing on to achieve your goals.
You may feel like the Lone Ranger
sometimes, but you're actually
not. Show your appreciation.

4 S44w

1
6
#

41111.0•1111,
1%

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Old friends of your mate or your
partner will soon be new friends of
yours. You may feel you've known
some of them for lifetimes, and
that might be the case.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
A person who seems almost too
demanding could provide you with
inspiration. There's something you
know how to do that other people
find quite confusing. You could
turn this skill into a profit.

MR. GNU by Travis Dandro

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Travel, romance and adventure
beckon you. They call it the present because it's a gift. Seize the
day.

E'S
mom,
Aut41 )EmirnA
rnApto cup?

Leo
July 23 to August 22
Make sure you go through the ads
in the newspapers before you go
to the stores. There are some fabulous deals out there to make your
money go further. That is a wonderful thing.

IT TASTES
IT'S TOO

LikE inoToR

ENSIve,
E*1
,
v Ncie LERoy
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çuT uP AND AT yoUlt
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Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A person you know well and feel
strongly about needs more of your
attention. Try not to be annoyed;
some quality time will be good for
you both.

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Art for art's sake is a noble expression, but if you need to make a living, you'd be wiser to stick with a
product that people can use. Find
a need, and fill it.

,

CAMPUS KID COMICS by Jacob Ouellette

THIS PARTY IS PRETTY
.AWESOME HUH SAM?

HEYA GLN,
HOW'S IT GOING;)
.44

LIH, PRE77Y GOOD

YEAH

HEY YOUR ROOMMATE
LOOKS BORED,
WANT ME TO GET HIM
A DRINK?
UM, WELL
HE'S UNDERAGE()

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Make a commitment that you'll
enjoy keeping forever. You have a
lovely combination of structure
and play going on. Make the best
of it.

Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21

eft

ADVENTuRES
oF

Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20

SKU

Your curiosity has been tweaked.
Now you won't be satisfied until
you get answers to all the inquiries
floating around in your head. This
could take a while.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Do the work, and haul in the cash.
It's not an easy job, but once you
get the routine down, it should go
fairly quickly. The better the service you provide, the more money
you'll make.

Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
You're loved and admired; you're
creative and imaginative. You've
been given special gifts, and you
might as well accept them. You've
got a special assignment, too, and
you're a natural.

,I,. .v..-..e, ._. ir.,II1r
DESIGNER
CLOTHES.

THE

If you try to apply reason and logic
to everything, you'll be mired in
confusion. Trust a hunch instead.

SINCE WHEN
DID THAT STOP
LIS FROM
RINKING?

INSTANT
RECOGNITION.

ItY
BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
MM

THE

DINING
INCOGNITO.

TABLOID STORIES
(situU.Y IS LOVE
CHILD OF
ELVIS & ALIEN).

FAMOUS
SKuttl
www.mortco.ozit.com
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Enlightened Thinking

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Main artery
6 Steals from
10 Saintly light
circle
14 Confronts
15 Component
piece
16 United
Emirates
17 Solid-state circuit
component
19 Adhesive
20 Sassy
21 Operation
23 Upper case
27 Unkind person
28 Beasts in yokes
29 Greek letter
31 Reproduce
32 Blood part
35 In full hearing
37 Moray
38 Mark produced
by pressure
40 Sch. grp.
43 Plait
44 Companion
46 Scrub
49 Pinnacle
51 Hodgepodge
52 Eton rival
54 Omelet tidbit
57 Word rearranged
to form another
59 Regan's father
60 Copenhagen
resident
61 Star parts
66 Work units
67 Lumber source
68 Watery swelling
69 Colorants
70 Burpee kernel
71 Arrangement
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11 Actress Dahl
12 Piper of
Hollywood
13 Followed orders
18 Gershwin or
Levin
22 Refutes by
evidence
23 Get by
24 Shaft between
wheels
25 Ring out
26 Hollywood
success
30 Mr. Baba
DOWN
33 Looking glass
1 Toward the stern 34 Doctors'grp.
2 Shell propeller
36 Single
3 Electronics
39 Cavity
business grp.
40 Venetian traveler
4 Form of bowling
Marco
5 Plus
41 Small musical
6 Steal livestock
group
7 Canadian prov. 42 Molecular
8 People flicks
building block
9 Play the lute
43 "A Clockwork
10 Country singe!
Orange" author
Merle
451m air steadil
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46 Out of the sun
47 Islands off
Africa
48 Citrus fruit
50 Extracted
53 Units of power
55 Understand

56 Rabbit
relatives
58 Bog down
62 Golfer's gadget
63 Permit to
64 Aussie bird
65 Gullible person

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Detests
7 Furry "Star
Wars" creature
11 Overweight
14 Did some tree
trimming
15 Seldom seen
16 Dander
17 Spicy sauces
18 III-defined
territory
20 Online note
21
It a Pity"
22 Bears'lairs
23 Arena level
25 Hide away
27 Brake-lining
material
31 Pairs
32 Sun. speech
33 Kind of ray
35 Printers'
measures
38 Water vessel
40 Worker's gear
42 Forbidden: var.
43 Diarist Nin
45 Storage battery
type
47 Vigor
48 Bad guys on
"Get Smart"
50 Nightclubs
52 Fortified homes
55 Cougar
56 "M*A*S*H" star
57 Brilliant stroke
59 Anterior to
63 Barnyard
strutters
65 Social reformer
Bloomer
66 Morning droplets
67 Summer drinks
68 Modeling
69 Personal ID
70 Sales rep's
domain
71 Mental grasp
DOWN
1 Church section
2 "Dracula" author
Stoker
3 Island dance
4 At the location
5 Lifelike artistic
representation
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6 '60s campus org
7 Work units
8 Tips off
9 Spoke from a
soapbox
10 " Largo"
1 1 Emergency exit
1 2 _ you the
clever one!
13 Badger
19 Skillful
21 Kind of patch
24 French state
26 Mug
27 Going by yacht
28 Stitched
29 Collapses in tears
30 Impassive
34 "Li'l Abner"
creator
36 Promote crime
37 Dines
39 Rodeo ropes
41 "The Thief of
Baghdad" star
44 Fa-la linkup
46 Household
cleaning tool
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49 Leave the
country?
51 Most scarce
52 Jacks and tens
53 Lotion botanicals
54 More painful
58 20th-cen. nat.

60 Pelvic bones
61 Sty cry
62 Current fashion
64 Make lace
65 Kwik-E-Mart
owner on "The
Simpsons"

ave discovered a wonderful, wonderful
thing. This may — nay,should — go down as
the single greatest invention in the history of
ankind, if not the universe as a whole.
Somewhere in space, there are little green men
smacking their foreheads and wondering why they
didn't put their scientific efforts towards this pinnacle of technology instead of interstellar travel
and advanced anal exploration techniques.
So, yeah,I found breath mints with caffeine in
them.
Most of you have probably already seen these.
I get the feeling that I'm pretty far behind the
power curve as far as these are concerned, but
that's done little to dampen the overwhelming joy.
Seriously,these things are great.
I found them sitting among all the other breathenhancing tablets at a local gas station. These little
bundles of joy in capsule form were less than $3,
so having never actually tasted them, of course I
bought six tins. That was approximately four
hours ago.
I've been sitting here ever since, working on
various assignments, munching on these things
like M&M's and washing them down with
Mountain Dew. Suffice it to say, I'm so tweaked
out right now I can barely see straight. It was just
in the last few minutes that! happened to notice the
large, glaring label on the back that advises limiting your caffmated mint intake to one or two an
hour at most,as opposed to a baker's dozen every
5 minutes. Oops.
Surprisingly,though,this total system overload
has left me with a few startling revelations and
even more whacked-out questions, much like a
stoner debating the gender of God. Chances are
I'm going to be so low in the nextfew hours it'll be
ridiculous,so I better get these off my mind while
I'm still so hyper I can barely manage to type.
My original idea for a column this week was to
declare my own candidacy for Homecoming
queen.I was flipping through the paper and noticed
the "execution at dawn" photo of all our lovely
candidates, male and female, and I couldn't help
but think: "Who the hell are you people?"
Honestly, any one of them could come up and
punch me in the face and I'd have no idea whom
they were. So,I was going to use my own personal little soap box here and ask everyone to rally
against "the establishment" and "the man" and
vote for me. It was going to be great — I'd win,
show up in a dress just for laughs and a good time
would be had by all. Ben, 1, The Man,0. Then I
actually bothered to read the article and discovered
I'd be about a week late on that one. Why doesn't
anyone tell me these things?
Revelation numero dos involves this year's
elections. Is anyone else as sick of this as I am?
Now,I understand the importance of participation
and I've heard all the rhetoric about this being the
most important election ever, blab blab blab.
Honestly — no one is going change their minds
between now and the election unless one of the
candidates turns out to be a child molester. Both of
the hopefuls — really, Nader doesn't count anymore — are shady little jerks with very little in
mind beyond their own success and hunt for
power. A vote for either is a vote for the absolute
status quo and neither one of them can stand firmly above the other as the superior candidate. This
election,likejust about every other one in America
in the last 50 years or so,is about picking the lesser of two evils, and if you honestly believe that
either choice is morally and-or ethically superior to
the other, then you are only fooling yourself. I'm
not saying you shouldn't vote, by any means. Just
be aware of the fact that the decision you make on
Nov.2 amounts to little more than your preference
for Sleazy Millionaire Politician A or Sleazy
Millionaire Politician B. Neither one of them
would give you the time of day on the street, nor
have they ever cared about anything remotely close
to the issues you face every day. You and I amount
to little more than numbers in the grand scheme of
things, and people would be well advised to
approach the polls with that in mind. They shake
your hand,they kiss your baby,and they absolutely don't care if you havejob or are happy with your
life. All they want is your vote. End of story.
Shortly after I was able to refocus my eyes, I
looked out my window and noticed a few things
that have been hot topics of debate here on campus

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
since the beginning of the semester: trash and street
lights. Since garbage is infinitely more fun than
track lighting, we'll start there.
I transferred to UMaine this year and the first
issue I heard about was,"Oh my God, can you
believe we have to take our trash to the dumpsters
now?"
Excuse me?
"Well, instead of putting our garbage in the
trash moms now, we have to take it outside and
throw it away ourselves in those big ugly dumpsters."
Now,I had noticed those large, ungainly construction dumpsters littered around campus as the
year kicked off and I assumed, rightfully so,they
were temporary. An open-air container like that
usually is. After a while,normal dumpsters tucked
into corners replaced them. I didn't see anything
unusual about it. Apparently,however,this system
replaces one that allowed people to carry their trash
to designated spaces inside their own dorms and
leave their trash there for later collection.
Let me get this straight: The biggest complaint
you had at the start of this school year was that you
had to take out your own garbage? Honestly,if this
is a new system,the university should be chided for
taking this long to implement it. I don't even want
to imagine how ungodly disgusting those "trash
moms" were and how much was being paid to get
them emptied. Who here had their schedule
screwed up the first few weeks? Anyone having
ongoing problems with financial aid? Get your
priorities straight.
The lighting is another good resident hot button.
Apparently,the student body president made this a
major platform of his own election — again,I wasn't here to see this — and now that it's actually
happening, people are complaining that it isn't
being done right. Stop and think about this for a
second: If you really had your heart set on stealing
someone's wallet or, hopefully not, planned to
commit something even worse,chances are you're
going to be armed. If your victim happens to be
standing under a streetlight when you approach
them,you're more than likely going to use the persuasion inherent with whatever weapon you're carrying and have them move to a more dimly lit spot
for the duration of your crime. This is a feel good
issue at its best and regardless of implementation,
anything short of completely illuminating the
entire campus probably isn't going to result in
much beyond wasting thousands upon thousands
of dollars. If UMaine's virtually nonexistent
armed or violent crime rate is really a problem,
why not invest this money in mom campus police?
If! wanted to steal your purse,the fact that you're
temporarily under a streetlight isn't going to bother me. A cop standing 20 yards away,though,sure
will.
Wow.This sounds a lot more bitter than I'd like
it to, but I think I've made some valid points. I
really believe the student body as a whole at this
university needs to le-examine its priorities. There
are issues here like financial aid difficulties and
meal policy shifts that are quite literally costing
you money every day. Instead, many people are
needlessly spinning their wheels and complaining
about carrying a bag of their own garbage a few
yards. The student population can effect change
and can make this school a better place, but there's
no way that's going to happen if we keep barking
in the dark at nonissues.
Now,if you'll excuse me,I'm starting to come
down.I think I need another mint.
Benjamin Jarvela is not as big a jerk as this
makes hint sound and he'd like to state from experience that snorting caffeine mints is a bad idea. It
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Rainone
FIRST
steps it up
for UM
From Page 20

one thing Heather does is provide
great balls and when I got it, it was
just a spur of the moment decision," Corey said. "We have a
very, very young team and it's a
By Riley Donovan
great thing when we play close
For The Maine Campus
games like this because it teaches
how to hold a lead late in a game."
Traci Rainone is in her senior
The Black Bears were able to
season on the University of Maine
hold the lead thanks to a combatfield hockey team. Over her four
ant defense. Just minutes after the
years as a Black Bear, Rainone has
Corey goal, the Wildcats were
improved steadily, and she is curdeep in the Maine territory. When
rently having the best season of her
it looked like the Wildcats had a
career.
chance with a loose ball at the top
As a freshman,she played in 14
of the box, Britany Saisselin was
games. As a sophomore she started able stop
the attack by clearing the
in 10 games and was named to both ball.
the Maine scholar athlete list and
"I actually had time to think
the America Fast Commissioner's about what I needed to do and I
Academic Honor Roll. In 2003, couldn't have been happier about
Rainone became a Black Bear regu- that," said UMaine keeper Tanya
lar, playing in all 21 games of her Adorno who made one stop in the
junior year. She has scored two victory."We come out every game
goals in one game on two different and what we do is play our game
occasions. The first in a 4-0 win and hopefully it will show up
over Sacred Heart on Oct. 13 and every game."
less than a week later in a 4-2 win
In the second half, the Black
over Colgate. She also was named Bears were still searching for a
to the National Field Hockey second goal, when in the 57th
Coaches Association Academic minute Hathorn played a ball to
Honor Roll.
McHugh only to have her ball be
Rainone, who hails from Fast deflected by a Wildcat defender.
Greenwich, R.I., is in the midst of
One of the better chances of the
her best season as a Black Bear. She day for UMaine came after the
is tied for third on the team with 14 hour mark when midfielder
points, six goals and two assists. Marie-Andree Camel was able to
She also has the highest shot per- rip a shot from 25 yards out only
centage of any on her team. She is to have her chance hit the inside of
shooting .429,scoring on six of her the crossbar.
14 shots. She also is tied for the
As the half went on,the Black
team lead in game winning goals
Bears were able to maintain poswith three.
"I'm just glad this year that I can session and create chances only to
finally put the ball in the cage for have them be deflected by the
our team," said Rainonc."I've been New Hampshire defense. Late in
playing right wing pretty much all the halt, Hathom was making a
season, and your right wing is supposed to score, and I had a little
'drought in the beginning of the season, but my confidence is back up,
By Erinne Magee
and I thinlc that our offensive corner
Staff Writer
unit is outstanding and they put the
ball right there for me just to tip it
When young basketball players
in.,,
are dribbling up dust in the back
Rainone is tied for ninth in the yard and shoveling snow off the
America East in goals-per-game, covered court,they pretend to make
with .50,and she is second in game- buzzer-beating shots and dream of
winning-goals percentage at .29.
someday playing the role of captain
"I have such respect for Traci," on a college basketball team.
sad head coach Terry Kix. "Her
Well, according to Chris
intensity she brings to practice Markwood,at least.
everyday,she just has a ton of heart.
"I think every kid growing up
She improves everyday she comes wants to be the captain on a college
to practice."
team," said Markwood, who was
Her statistics are proof of her recently named a tri-captain of the
accomplishments and contributions University of Maine Men's basketto her team, but her leadership is ball team,along with Joe Campbell
also something that is greatly val- and Freddy Petkus.
ued by her teammates.
The three captains were chosen
"She's been a real senior leader by their teammates.
for us all over the field, offensively
"Their teammates felt they
and defensively," said Kix."She's a deserved the honor of being elected
very mature and intelligent player. leaders for this year's team," said
She brings everything she has out first year head coach Tim
on the field everyday."
Woodward. "They have been
The Black Bears have their work tremendous leaders for us and realcut out for them. They have to face ly helped our program grow over
Northeastern, a team that Rainone the last four years."
and her teammates have lost to each
of the last two seasons in the conVolleyball splits weekend
ference championship game.
games
at Memorial Gym
"We're going to take it one game
after
this
"but
said,
she
time,"
at a
The University of Maine volweekend, I'd really like to beat
Northeastern. It's our senior year, leyball team lost to the
and they've beat us the past two Northeastern Huskies Friday night
years, and we know we can beat 3-0 and rebounded Saturday
against the Hartford Hawks with a
them."
Rainone is a kinesiology and 3-0 victory. Both games were
physical education major, and will played at home at the Memorial
graduate in the spring. While she is Gym.
With the split, the Black Bears
not exactly sure what she wants to
improved
their record to 10-9
knows
she
graduates,
she
when
do
overall and 4-3 in America East
she wants to teach and coach.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATEJ KRAJVOVIC
BEARING DOWN — Forward Maureen McHugh stays one step ahead of her UNH defender at Sunday's home game
run only to be fouled just a few
inches outside of the box. Her free
kick sailed above the net.
Bet-ore Sunday's game, the

team honored seniors Eve Briere,
Allison Kelly and Emily Stevens.
"When I first came here, this
was a program that started from

scratch," Stevens said. "I think its
wonderful to know after we are
gone that this team will still continue to succeed and do well.

Men's basketball names captains for upcoming campaign
Although Markwood,Campbell
and Petkus have been chosen as the
captains, there are six other seniors
on the team that will also play large
roles as team leaders.
"I may have the title," said
Campbell,"but every senior has a
lot of responsibility on this team.
We all share the responsibility of
getting our team to where we need
to be and playing as hard as we
can."
Campbell, a former Bangor
High School standout, averaged 8
points per game last season along
with 6.1 rebounds.
Markwood, who is known as a
defensive hound, suited up for
UMaine starting in January of 2004
after sitting out a semester following a transfer from Notre Dame.
In the 23 games Markwood saw
action in, he averaged almost 6
points per game and dished the ball
out on an average of 2.5 times per
game.
Petkus, a 6'1" forward from
Lithuania, is one of the teams best
shooters from behind the arc — fin-

ishing with 34 three pointers last Woodward. "I think you want to
make sure the players know the key
season.
Woodward believes that in order things your program is going to be
for a team to reach its goals, it must about on the court. I think there are
some primary things that you want
have great leaders.
"We certainly are hoping that to make sure you are outstanding at.
these guys will become the great There are some secondary things
leaders they can be,so we can real- you want to make sure you're good
ly get to where our program wants at, and every team has weaknesses,
and you want to work to eliminate
to go," said Woodward.
those."
two
of
to
week
While heading in
UMaine's regular season begins
practice, the focus of the Black
Bears is geared toward getting the Nov. 19 at Boston College.
"I can't wait until that first
team on the same page.
"We've got to get our team in game," said Markwood. "I think
order, be in condition, learn our the whole team is ready, I just can't
offenses ... we just have to be men- wait to get out there against BC and
tally prepared for the season," said show people what we're about this
Campbell. "It's all about staying year."
Markwood thinks that UMaine's
focused. We've got to train our
bodies for the season and train our success will be determined by the
minds to be mentally prepared for cohesiveness the team produces
the season."
during the preseason.
"With as much talent as we
The Bears kick off their season
with an exhibition game Nov. 2 have,there is no reason we shouldagainst UMaine Machias,followed n't be back to where we were last
by another preseason match-up year and even take a couple steps
ahead from where we were last
Nov. 11 against UMass-Lowell.
"It's a short preseason," said year," said Markwood.

play. Already through the first half on the Black Bears early, taking a
of its America East schedule, 20-10 lead to start things in the
UMaine is currently in a third first match. UMaine rallied behind
place tie with the University of three consecutive service aces
Binghamton, two games behind from sophomore Jody Connacher
Northeastern and three games but fell short 30-24. The Huskies
behind first place Albany.
hit .424 in game two for the 30-20
"Getting the win against win, and the Black Bears comeHartford was good because it got back bid was cut just short as
us back on track for the rest of the Northeastern hung on to take game
season," said Brittany Howe.
three 30-28 for the 3-0 match
UMaine lost Friday's match sweep.
with Northeastern 30-24, 30-20
The Black Bears came out
and 30-28. Northeastern jumped Saturday looking to end a three-

game skid and dominated, beating
the Hawks 30-17, 30-23 and 3022. UM outhit Hartford .220 to
.029 in game one and only allowed
the Hawks to hit .058 in the match
It was the seventh time UMaine
has swept an opponent this season.
"We're ready for the rest of the
season, and we know what it takes
to be successful.," said Howe.
UMaine goes on the road tc
face America East rival New
Hampshire Tuesday night.
--Matthew Williams
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HARD CHARGING — Senior Luke Rivard stays ahead of a pack of Binghamton players during Sunday's game. The Bears lost the game against the the
Bearcats 3-0.
of the season.
"In a case like that, you always
have to be ready to come in to a
game whether it's the last ten
From Page 20
minutes or even in the first two
injuries. Vosmus, suffered a hip minutes," Petersen said. "For the
injury in the team's last game, most part we had a few letdowns
which was a 2-1 win over but overall, I felt we did alright."
Hartford. As for Friend, he sufEven though Peterson was a
fered an ankle injury and like solid replacement for the Black
Vosmus, is out for the remainder Bears, one thing the defense
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CLASSIFIEDS
Hiring
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING CLASSES START
SOON! 1-800-U-CAN-MIX
WWW.UNIVERSITY BARTENDING.COM SIGN UP
NOW!
Sales,make $1000/week
email
chris@l888snowp1w,com
GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 US EVERY
MONTH TO START!
International company now,
hiring people between the
ages of 18 to 25 to work part
time! Visit:
www.coyfs.com/support.html
for complete details
Travel
CAMPUS REPS! SPRING

BREAKERS! Earn $$ or
discount for all the HOT
Spring Break trips! NEW Las Vegas! Puerto Vallarta!
28 Years of Travel TWO
Free Trips - 15 travellers
1-866-SPRINGBreak
www.usaspringbreak.com
Tutoring
Tutoring, ENG,Lit., Writing
term papers, beginner
French. Can help with
Midterms,Papers & improve
grades.$15/Hr Chris - 3793065

Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.

could not stop was Bearcat forGoing into the second half,the
ward Charles Darkwah, who beat Black Bears were showing better
keeper Chad Mongeon for a 1-0 ball movement, which led to
lead. The goal came when Stockford, working his way past
Binghamton's Michael Austin the Binghamton defense as he
had the ball deflect off a UMaine made a pass to Germano. After
defender only to have Darkwah receiving the chance, Germano
volley the chance home.
was able to put the ball on target,
A few minutes later, UMaine but his shot rose over the crosswas looking to capitalize on a bar.
chance when Gabriel Germano
Despite UMaine's efforts to tie
dribbled past the Bearcat mid- the game, the Bearcats were still
field finding Justin Stockford, able to make their way down the
whose shot slid a few inches field, which led to their second
wide.
goal of the day. After receiving a

free kick on the outskirts of the
box, Binghamton's Graham
Munro's free kick bended past
Mongeon for a 2-0 lead.
Less than four minutes later,
the Bearcats struck again as
Austin was able to loft a pass to
Darkwah who headed home the
lofted pass for a 3-0 lead.
"In the first half, we just did
not come out and play that well
but we improved in the second
half," Evans said. "Then, in the
second half, we were flat for a bit
and they took advantage of us."

offense started a drive with great
field position on its own 40-yard
line.
Four plays later, the duo of
Whitcomb and Pereira hooked
up again to put another score on
the board.
"Drives that were successful
were the ones that didn't start
out with penalties," said
Whicomb.
UMaine had 11 penalties
throughout the game that cost
the team 109 yards.
The fourth quarter began with
Kesic attempting a 47 yard field
goal, having it blocked for the
second time. This time Brandon
McGowan, who had 10 tackles
for the Bears, was the one to bat
it down. The first block came
just before the half from senior
Pat Pa'u.
That defensive play set up the
Black Bear offense for another
touchdown. Marcus Williams
ran 27 of his game-high 137
yards to increase UMaine's lead
to 28-17 after a Mike Mellow
point after touchdown.
The ensuing drive began with
a personal foul against UMaine,
giving NU the ball at the 46yard line.
Black
Bear
cornerback
Manauris Arias made up for the
loss of yards by picking Brady's
pass and returning,it ,for a 54yard score.

"We made the right plays at
the right times," said free safety
Daren Stone, who finished the
day with 15 stops, leading tacklers of both teams.
Despite the 37-17 deficit, NU
kept fighting.
Kesic nailed a 27-yard field
goal with 11:37 left in the game,
keeping the Huskies alive.
Five minutes later, Brady
needed just one play to find
receiver Cory Parks for a 49yard touchdown. Parks had 10
receptions for 168 yards.
"We just play the next play,"
said Stone. "If we keep playing
hard, good things are going to
happen."
The defense's persistency
was shown when Devon Goree
intercepted Brady on the
Huskies' next possession, sealing the victory for UMaine.
As always, special teams
played an important role for the
Black Bears with Arel Gordon
gaining 146 yards on four kickoff returns. Mellow set a school
record with a 76-yard punt.
"I think the two programs that
played here today have changed
the dynamics of the A-10," said
Cosgrove.
After a two week homestand,
the Black Bears leave Alfond
Stadium and travel south to play
University of MassachusettsAmherst on Saturday, Oct. 30.

NU
From Page 20
But Whitcomb saw it differently.
"It is one thing to hold on to
that ball when you are in your
backyard," said Whitcomb,"but
it is another thing to catch it and
hold on while somebody is hitting you. That is the best catch I
have ever seen in my entire life."
With 13:29 remaining in the
half, the score was 14-3.
The Huskies' offense had one
more answer before halftime
when quarterback Shawn Brady
ran a one yard sneak up the middle to put his team within four to
start the third quarter.
Brady was 17-20 in the first
half with 162 yards.
"I don't think. Maine is easy
to throw against. They just bring
a lot of pressure that opens up
holes, in the defease," said
Brady."Our offensive line "did a
tremendous job."
Brady started the third quarter with an identical 1 •. yard
touchdown to the one he had in
the first half, giving NU its only
lead of the game at 17-14.
After a Husky three-and-out
caused by the Black. , Hole
def,enso toward the end of the
third quarter, the Black Bears'
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Mike McKenna
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SAINTS
From Page 20
fer McKenna's net on several
pivotal opportunities and use a
late-second goal by Greg Moore
to garner a 4-3 victory against
the Saints.
"Both teams should be proud
of how they played this weekend," said UMaine head coach
Tim Whitehead. "For fans,
these were two exciting hockey
games."
With the split, the Black
Bears moved to 4-3-0 on the
year, while the. St. Lawrence
improved to an overall record of
3-3-1. The early lost will
undoubtedly drop Maine from
their fifth place ranking in the
country when polls come out
later this week.
After McKenna's sparkling
display on Friday, UMaine was
able to snatch a exhilarating
victory Saturday thanks to a
Moore tally with 38 seconds
remaining in regulation. Derek
Damon was able to win the
decisive faceoff across to
Moore who sent the puck hurdling over the glove of
McKenna for his second goal of
the night.
"Damon's always been a
good faceoff guy," said Moore.
"He won it clean, and I didn't'
even have to move for it, then I
sent it glove side."
Moore also talked about getting such a exciting goal at
home.
"It's an unbelievable goal,
anytime you get to score a game
winning in Alfond in front of
these fans it's a great feeling,"
said Moore."The fans had great
support for us."
On the Black Bears' first
power play of the game, the
team was able to find the back
of the net when Moore recorded
his first goal of the evening.
Moore registered the goal after
firing a shot over the left side of
McKenna. Jon Jankus and Bret
Tyler recorded assists on the
play. The goal came at 8:49 of
the first period. The Saints
quickly responded with a goal
of their own at 10:39 of the
T.J Trevelyan
first, when

pounced a open rebound.
Trevelyan proceeded to send a
weak shot on Howard that
bounced off a UMaine defenseman and into the twine.
Trevelyan was assisted on the
play by John Zeiler and Jime
HakewelI.
In the first period, UMaine
held a seven to six advantage in
shots.
The second opened with the
same up-tempo pace that had
been established in the opening
moments of the match. The
intensity was picked up when
the Saints Paul Wallmann was
whistled for a check from
behind. Wallman was handed a
five-minute major and a game
misconduct for the call. Despite
the stark advantage for a period
of five minutes,the Black Bears
were only able to fling two
shots in on McKenna. Shortly
after the advantage dissipated,
Tyler was able to knock a
knuckler off the post for his
first collegiate goal. Tyler was
assisted on the play by freshman Billy Ryan and Damon at
10:16 gone in the first.
"It was unbelievable, I
couldn't dream of scoring a better first goal" said Tyler. "I just
sent a low shot in on the glove
side, and luckily it bounced off
the post and in."
their
UMaine extended
advantage only 27 seconds later
when Brent Shepheard found an
untested puck on the boards at
mid-ice only to bring it in for a
one on one with McKenna.
Shepheard registered the shot
after sending a rocket past the
Saint tender. Mike Lundin and
Greg Moore had the assists on
the player. The period concluded with Shepheard being tossed
from the game after meriting a
five minute major and a game
misconduct. Shepheard was
called for the penalty after a
deceptive check from behind on
a St. Lawrence forward.
UMaine held a seven to six
lead in shots for the period.
The Saints were able to elevate the game to thrilling status
when Matt MacDonald snuck in
from the near blue line and
rifled a shot past Howard. Kyle
Rank and Jamie Parker picked
up assists on the play. The

Saints climbed all the way back
when John Zieler scored with
an assist by Trevelyan. The goal
was the first short-handed goal
scored by a UMaine opponent
this year.
In net, UMaine's Jimmy
Howard had three goals against
and 24 saves. For the Saints
McKenna gave up 18 goals in
the loss. On the power plays,
the Black Bears went 1-4, and
St. Lawrence was 0-4. UMaine
outshot the Saints 27-22 at the
end of the decision.
On Friday before a subdued
crowd at Alfond Arena,
St.Lawrence's McKenna put on
a goaltending clinic for all of
New England — in a performance that confirmed McKenna's
emergence as one of the best
goaltenders on the East coast.
In a game that saw both
goalies counter each other on
each end of the ice, McKenna
was able to use an earlier goal
and a last second miss by the
Black Bears' Damon to garner
the victory. For McKenna it was
his first shutout of the season
and third of his career. The talented senior was able to silence
the UMaine bench after hauling
in 34 saves on the evening.
"The guys in front of me
really put their hearts out on the
ice and played incredible," said
McKenna. "Anytime you put a
shutout on a board, it's a memorable performance."
Still reeling from last weekend's 75 save performance
against Michigan State and
McKenna, the
Michigan,
USCHO Defensive Player of
the Week, believes it was his
team's ability to out-skate their
opponents for the whole 60
minutes that led to the victory.
"On the five-on-five tonight,
we really outplayed them," said
McKenna.
Whitehead took time after
the game to applaud the effort
in net by the senior.
"McKenna was just fabulous,
he never wavered," said
Whitehead. "He was really in
control; he was up to the challenge."
It was a victory that nearly
saw extra frames after the
Black Bears put on a feverish
attack in the final moments of

the decision. UMaine was able
to pull All American goalie
Howard with 1:26 on the clock
to induce a late period advantage. However, the Black Bears
were unable to capitalize on
several pivotal opportunities in
front of the Saints' net. Most
notably, a play in which the
nation's leading scorer Damon
was able to sneak in on
McKenna with three seconds
remaining, only to fan on an
open net shot. The Black Bears
were unable to fling the puck
back out front for another
chance at the tie.
"We certainly had our
chances to tie the game," said
Whitehead. "The longer the
game went we had the opportunities, but sometimes it just
doesn't go your way."
In the net for the Black
Bears, Howard posted his
strongest outing of the year,
collecting 25 saves on evening.
Howard was able to deny the
Saints with a flurry of kick
saves. He faced his most daunting challenge of the game in the
St.
when
period
second
assault
offensive
Lawrence's

fired 12 shots on net. The lone
goal at 2:29 of the first period
was the only blemish on
Howard's scorecard.
"I thought Jimmy was great,"
said Whitehead. "It was his
biggest game of the year for us,
so I thought that was a great
positive."
The only goal of the game
came right out of the gates in
the opening period when talented forward Zeiler was able to
elude the Black Bear defense
out front and snatch a bouncing
puck in front of Howard. The
play saw the loose puck shoot
across the front side of the net
to where Zeiler was waiting to
pounce on Howard. The junior
forward was then able to recover the puck and fire a high wrist
shot over the open shoulder of
Howard. Zeiler was assisted on
the play by Matt MacDonald
and Jim Hakewill.
The Black Bears held the
advantage in the shot department at the end of the match,
besting the Saints by a 34-26
total. UMaine was unable to
score on any power-play goal
going 0-9 in the game.
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BoSox head to
St. Louis with
a 2-0 lead in
World Series.

Women's
soccer
snatches
first place
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Even though the playoffs may
not start for another two weeks,
the University of Maine women's
soccer 1-0 victoover
the UM
ry
1
of
University
New Hampshire UNH 0
was a playofflike atmosphere on senior day
Sunday at Alumni Field.
The win, which was powered
by a first-half Erin Corey goal,
saw the Black Bears gain their
11th win of the season and their
fifth in America East conference
play. The victory moved them
into first place overall in the
America East Conference.
"For us, we've really started to
play well, and it's around this
time of the year we need to establish consistency," said UMaine
coach Scott Atherley. "Now our
team is starting to come out of a
lull that we had at the beginning
of the year and even though we
have a young team, by now our
freshman have basically played
like sophomores as the season got
older."
Around 15 minutes into the
match the Black Bears scored the
lone goal of the day. With three
Wildcat defenders blanketing her,
junior Heather Hathorn was able
to cross the ball to the other side
of the field to find Corey, who ran
down the wing and rifled her shot
past New Hampshire keeper Lynn
Gugliuzza for a 1-0 lead.
"In practice we have been
working a lot of those passes and
See FIRST on Page 17
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RUNNING MAN — Sophomore Arel Gorodon sprints past players from Northeastern during Saturday's game.

UMaine knocks off NU in important win
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
With frigid October air in
place, the University of Maine
football team posted a 35-26 win
over the Huskies
of Northeastern
in front of a
Homecoming
crowd of over
8,000 friends,family and alumni.
"We got a very important win
for ourselves over a very good
football team," said head coach

Jack Cosgrove.
Maine wasted no time putting
points on the board in the first
quarter when sophomore quarterback Ron Whitcomb found wideout Ivi Nwosu for a 14-yard
touchdown. The drive consisted
of four first downs, as the Black
Bears moved the ball 84 yards in
four minutes.
"Those youngsters play very
hard, they play with discipline.
Obviously they are a good football team," said Northeastern
head coach Rocky Hager.

Black Bears
garner mixed
results over
the weekend

Whitcomb threw to that familiar
No. I jersey running across the
field. While extending his right
arm,Christian Pereira snagged the
ball and clenched it to his side as
NU cornerback Louvans Chariot
was tugging on his other arm.
"Ron was throwing the ball to
where I should have been," said
Pereira. "Based on where the
defender was lined up, I kind of
came a little flat. I put him in a
bad situation and knew I had to
make up for it."
See NU on Page 18

UM suffers tough blow
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus

By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
With conference competition
looming on the horizon, the
University of Maine men's ice
hockey team displayed two drastically different squads in this
weekend's homestand with overachieving St. Lawrence. In what
turned out to be a thrilling weekend of hockey, the Black Bears
were able to conclude their third
straight home series with a split
against the spoiler from upstate
New York.
• In the opening match of the
series, spectators were treated to
one of the finest goaltending

With their second conference
win, Maine improved their overall record to 4-3.
To finish the first quarter, NU
used 14 plays to put itself on the
board with a 32-yard field goal by
Miro Kesic.
During that drive, the Huskies
gained five of their 28 first
downs.
UMaine's first possession of
the second quarter ended with a
touchdown pass that brought
Alfond Stadium to their feet.
On the tenth play of the drive.
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LOOSE PUCK — UMaine goalie Jimmy Howard tries to
keep his eye on the puck as it approaches the net.
duels of the young hockey season.
Saturday's game, with Game 1
With UMaine's Jimmy Howard of the World Series weighing
and the Saints' Mike McKenna, heavily in the background, createxchanging saves like two titans ed a more comforting display of
in a heavyweight bout, St. hockey for the fans that had put
Lawrence was able to escape baseball on pause for the moment.
Friday with a narrow 1-0 shutout The Black Bears were able to pilover the heavily favored Black
See SAINTS on Page 19
Bears.

Falmouth and take on Holy Cross
Tuesday.
Besides conceding three goals,
The University of Maine the Black Bears suffered a blow
men's soccer team saw their play- on defense when junior left back
off chances nearly evaporate on Adam Chenault left Sunday's
Sunday with a 3-0 loss to contest after taking a shot in the
face. The Bearcats' Kyle Antos
Binghamton at
Alumni Field.
was searching for a shot two min With the loss.
utes into the game, only to have
the Black Bears
the ball hit Chenault in the side of
the face.
drop to 1-4-2 in
The Ohio native was down for
conference play.
In order for the team to now make three minutes and was able to gei
the playoffs, they must win the up under his own power and was
then carted out of the game to the
rest of their conference games.
"At this point, we just want to emergency room. Chenaule:..
go out and win the remainder of replacement was Erik Peterson.
our games," said UMaine coach. who played the remainder of !1(Travers Evans. "Outside of mak- match at left back.
ing it to the playoffs, another goal
Even with Chenault injutecJ
we had was to finish the season at the Black Bears were short-handor above .500, and that is some- ed as forward Kyle Vosmus and
thing we can still do."
midfielder Cooper Friend wen.
UMaine, with a 4-6-3 record, both missing in action dile to
will look to accomplish their
See TOUGH on Page 18
goals when they travel to

